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A "TANGLE D

WEB":

THE WALTER MARTIN MIASMA

Louis Midgley

What a st range mind. to cover the real thing with an imi tation of some thing real.
Frances Mayes l
he ol d, staid Ame rican Protestant denominations are said to be
in decline. Even if this is true, it is incorrect to say all of Amer ican Protestantism is in decl ine, for it turns o ut that some fa ct ions
still have resilience. For instance. evangelicals see m to be prospering
because they arc not e nthralled by th e fad s and fashions of liberal
theologies. They simply do not make trendy "liberal" ca uses the cen tral focus of their world.

T

I.

Frances Mayes, Under lilt Tuscan Sun: AI Home in [laly (New York: Broadway

Books. 1997), 32.
2. See also Waller Martin, Mormoniml, rev. cd. (Mi nneapolis, Minn.: Ikthany Fel·
lowship, 1976).
3. See also Walter Martin, The Maze (If Mormonism, rev. and enl. ed. (Santa Ana,
Calif.: Vision House. 1978). This book is now o ut of print.

Review of Walter Martin. Mormonism. Grand Rapids, Mich.:
Zondervan, 1957. 32 pp. (out of print);2 Waltcr Martin, The Maze of
Mormonism . Grand Rapids, Mich.: Zondervan, 1962. 186 pp., with
bibliography and index. $2.95 {o ut of pri nl );3 Walter Martin, The
Kingdom of the Cults. Minneapolis, Minn .: Bethany House. 1997 .
Rev ised. updated, and expanded ann iversary ed. 703 pp., with bibliography and index. $29.99 (with free Parsons CD- ROM ).
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It is. however, difficult to set firm paramt'ters to recen t American
evangelicalism. Why? From one perspective, evangelicals see m aggress ive, m ilitant, rock hard in their bel iefs. But. from a sl igh tl y different perspective, they seem eclectic and quarrelsome- there are
signs of con fli ct or tension among the evangelical faithful. If one tries
to figure out what is somehow sha red by Baptist churches, Lutherans,
some elements on the fringes of Roman Catholicism. the Pentecostal
and Holiness movements, var ious radio and telev ision "ministries,"
and the multitude of cou ntercu ltists, it is difficult to locate a clear
family resemblance other than a brand name.
T hose who want to be known as evangelicals seem to do so for
seve ral reasons. First, they tend to man ifest a passion for witnessing
to the saving power of Jesus Christ, and hen ce they strive to evangelize the unsaved, which seems to fo llow from the original mean ing
of "eva ngelical." Evangelicals also often st ress the necessity of a persona l relationship with Jesus Christ. This is frequently, though not
necessarily, regarded as a primal emot ional experience guaranteeing
the sa lvation of the bel iever. In addit ion, some evangelica ls may
stress different notions of personal holiness, while so me long for at
least a semblance of a sanctified comm unity. Evangel icals also tend to
ins ist that their ideology is entirely b iblically centered and de rived.
Thus, along with slogans about salvatio n coming "by faith alone" and
"through grace alone." evange licals often insist on what might be
called "the Bible alone." though they also commonly manifest a fierce
loyalty to the great ecumenical creeds, various confession s, and
Augustin ian elements in Reforma tion theology.
Despi te such beliefs, or even because of them, the quarrelin g or
competing factions of American evangelicals seem to be unique ly
American. Evidence of the appropriation of American culture by
evangelicals can be seen in the new urban megachurches as eva ngelica l fervor moves from its rural roots ( 0 the sub urbs of cities. The
widesp read adoption of modernity can also be see n in the sl ick public relations and massive publication efforts of evangelicals. In addi tion, one can sec preachers struggling for power, wealth, and prestige.
Institutional and personal rival ry, power politics, scan dal, and also
much co mpetit ion between factions campa igning for the attention of
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the same potent ial audiences are unfortunately never entirely absent
from the evangel ical scene. The most entertaining (and instructive)
examples of these vices are found in the electronic chu rch, with its
host of radio and television "ministries." An additional sign of evangel ical religiosity is the burgeoning coun tercu lt industry that cu r rently fl ourishes on the margins of custo mary evangelicalism. I will
focus on this feature of contemporary America n Pro testantism.
What can possibly explain the horde of compet ing evangelica l
counte rcult "min istr ies" busy blasting away at the faith of others o r
even each other? Part of the answer lies in Protestantism itself, which
provides a rich opportun ity for private entrepreneurs to venture
forth in search of los t souls. With no institutional qua lity control
available, independent merchant-mi nisters are free to sell a product,
plant "churches:' or otherwise gather the elect into generic congregations not even nominally linked to discernible denominations. These
preachers also manifest a wide range of motiva tions. Some preachers
garner wea lt h and prestige, making names for themselves. while
others- at times spectacular perfor mers- compete for the attention
of the same clientele and for the same dollars.
Elements of modernity can be found at the ve ry co re of all the
vari eties of evangelica lism, even while preachers are busy lament ing
some of what the label modemity identifies. This may seem anomalous. But evangelical beliefs and practices have been more deeply influenced by American cultural experiences than by the Protestant
Reformation or by an original, presumably apostolic, substance.
There seems to be a close and even perhaps symbiotic relationship
betwee n American popular culture and evangelical religiosity. By
examining the writings of Walter Ra lston Mart in, who helped form
m uch of the countercult industry. I will descr ibe part of the sym biotic relat ionship between evangelical religiosity and Amer ican
popular culture. Furthermore. I will show how Walter Martin and
the counte rcult movemen t in general (and the anti-Mormon element in particu lar) are an outgrowth, if not harbinger, of evangel ical
religiosity.
Par t of wha t makes somet hing like the countercult movement
possible and even successfu l is what Alexis de Tocqueville described
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as individualism. wh ich he saw as the Ame ri ca n manifestation of
ego ism-what we might now describe as "taking care of Number
One." Tocqueville also saw the potential impa ct of the American
form of egoism on religion. His hunches have, unfortunately, turned
out to be remarkably accurate. Preachers are. as Tocquev ille guessed
they would be, often in the business of selling someth ing-th ey arc
entrepreneurs. And what they merchandise is often a kind of quick fix version of Christian fa ith . They make it appear that getting oneself saved, ensuring that one's seat is secured in heaven, suddenly discove ring that one was predestined from the moment of creation for
salva tion, o r enjoying eternal security is a matter of answering an altar call or in some other way experiencing a momenta ry relationship
with God. at which time one is regenerated or "born again."
And. while countercultists are busy hawkin g cheap grace-no repen tance or keeping the co mmandments is necessary for electionthey also require an enemy toward whom they can direct the aggression of their potential buye rs. They targel those who emphasize
moral discipline (that is, keep ing the com mandments) as a necessary
condit ion of being genu inely born again. So me evangelicals th us
seem to eith er discover or invent morally blameworthy agents who
presumably threaten the faithfu l and against whom they ca n mobilize hostility. Generating hat red may const itute the primary political
or social fu nction of con temporary countercu ltism.
Far removed from the older denominat ions and earlier exp ressions of Protestantism- though not entirely unlike the emotional expressions of religious zeal fo und in revivals and camp meetings-are
the marketing strategies employed by th e recent wave of sometimes
media-savvy preachers. Where radio was once the major vehicle with
which cQuntercu ltists strove to reach the potential co nsume r with
cr udely duplicated items and primi tive tape recordi ngs, the countercult message is now often be ing merchandised through slick publications and expensively produced videos or fiJms or being advanced on
the Internet. What has remained esse ntially the same is the role o f
powerful. charismatic individuals striv ing to arouse aud iences as they
sell themselves and their wares.
Counrercultic ac ti vities are not, for the most part, aimed at
witnessing to (that is, evangeliz ing) the "cultists" against whom the
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cou ntercu lt p reacher declaims. Rathe r. the target audience for
counterc ult messages and literature is primar ily othe r evangelica ls.
Why? Evange licals are pictured by cou ntercu ltists as threa tened by
the allu re of the so-ca lled "cults." The cou ntercu lt movement has
cOllvinced so me Protestants that the "cults" are hijacking members of
their fai th . Evangelica ls are thus persuaded that so-caUed "cults" are a
significant threat.
When countercult ists assemble, for example, to pass out literature at LDS temple dedications, they are not primarily attemptin g to
"witness" to or otherwise "eva ngelize" the Saints. Instead. counter cu lt ists are anxious to warn fe llow evangelicals of th e grave dangers
that follow from ta king se riously the restored gospel of Jesus Christ
and to do so mething visible to de monstrate zeal to thei r supporters.
When countercultists actually encounter Latter-day Saints, they commonly engage in debates in which proof texting becomes a way for
them to score points and in which cliches dominate the conversation.
If counterc ultists were ge nu inely inte rested in witnessing to Latterday Saints. both the tone and content of their literatu re would be
d ifferent. Rather than being lurid. sensa tiona l, and abrasive, the ir
ma teria ls wou ld be much less tendentious and inaccurate. And pe rso nal encounters would not involve bashing Latte r-day Sai nts with
proof texts drawn from the Bible or lore borrowed fro m some antiMo rmon ha ndbook. Th e typical approach of co unterc ultistsobvio usly not aimed at Latter-day Saints. but intended for fe ll ow
evangelicals-is to wa rn of (accord ing to Walter Ma rt in) the "Mormon menace" or to protest about the "Mo rmon masquerade" or the
"maze of Mo rmo nism."
"The Father of Christian Cult Apologetics"
Walter Ma rtin died of heart failure on 26 Ju ne 1989 at age 60.
Mo re tha n eight yearilater his best-known publica tion, The Kingdom
of the Cults. was republished by his disciples. 4 He began attacking the
faith o f the Latter-day Sa in ts in the 1950s. He did th is because he
'I. Tlr;; Kingdorrr oflhr CU/ IS firsl appeared in 1965 with Ihe subtitle All Arwlysis lif
the Majo r C(ll/ Sys/w/J ill lire Prescm Cirris/illll Era, but revised, ;;o rr~;;t~d editions w~rc
published in 1977 and I 'ISS (with o ut a subtitle). For the anti· Mormo n ponion of thi s
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believed that they belong to what he capriciously called a "cult." The
ant i-Mo rm on po rti on of The Kingdom of the Cults turns out to be
another vers ion of some rather fatuous religious polemics or igi nally
publ ished thirty years ea rlier.!> Even in 1965, when th is book fi rst appeared in pri nt, it was essen tially an expanded ve rsio n of two other
ea rl ier essays, the first of which has been around more than forty
years.
Th e reade r m ay wo nde r wh y aClen tio n should be given to the
li terature of a man who was not a scholar but me rely a part isa n secta rian preacher. Why now exa mine Ma rtin's notably uno riginal express io ns of sectaria n anti-Mo rmonism? The publisher of the most
recen t ed ition of The Kingdo m of tire Cults provides one reason fo r a
close look at Martin's literary ca reer. He "was fo ndly and respectfu lly
known as 'th e fa ther of Christian cult apologet ics.'''6 His publisher
also insists that "many cu rrent professio nal and academic apologists
credit" him "with thei r introduction to the field."7 Al though Martin
is probably less well know n to Latter-day Sa ints than Ed Decker of
"God Makers" infa mr or Sand ra and Jerald Tanne r,9 each of whom
book, see ~Mo rmoni$m-The Latte r Day Saints,~ in The Kingdom of the Cu/u (Grand
Rapids, Mich.: Zonderva n, 1965), 147-98; ~Mormonism-The Latter-day Saints," in The
Kingdom oflhe Culu, rev. ed. (Mi nneapolis, Minn.: Bethany House, 1985), 166-226. kT~
Church of Jesus Christ of lauer· day Saints {The Mormons)," in n,e Ki"gdom of lhe Culu,
rev. and enl. ed (Minneapolis, Minn.: Bethany House, 1997), 179-243.
5. 1 have compared Martin's treatmen t of Mormon things in the 1965, 1985, and
1997 edi tions of The Kingdom of rhe CullS line by li ne in order to iden tify every correc·
tion, deletion, addition, or refineme nt in each edition, except the 1977, which I have nOt
~".

6. The Kjngdom IIflheCul15 (1997), 7.
7. Ibid. For addi tional co mmenta ry, $Ce Loui~ Midgley, ~A n t i - Mormonism and the
Newfangled Countercult Cu lture,~ FARMS Re~jew of Books 101 1 ( 1999): 286-93. There is
somet hing problematic about the eKpression "academic apologists when applied 10
countercult preachers.
8. See Midgley, ~ The Newfangled Countercult Cu Jt ure,~ 300-301,323-25, for some
detaib. J. Edward Decker is responsible for an ant i-Mormon agency cl lled Saints Alive,
which he operates oul of [ss;lquah, Washington. He also operates an am i· Masonic "ministry.n In both instances he dabbles in bizarre conspiracy theories.
9. Under the name Utah lighthOUse Ministry, the Tanners operate an anti-Mormon
bookstore in Salt lake City. Unlike most of the ~ministriesH in the evangelical countc rcult
indust ry-that is, those most heavily influenced by Walte r Martin-the Tanners {and a
K
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st ill doggedly pursues his or her own peculiar vers ion of antiMormonism , Martin had, I believe, more overall influence on the
style and rhetoric of recent anti -Mormon ism than any ot her ind ividuaL
Latter-day Saints may not realize it , but Martin influenced the
cl iches, slogans, and polemical strategies lO presently employed by the
swarm of cou nterc ul t "ministries."ll Though his primary influence
on the coun tercult ind ustry seems to have come from his frequen t
public presentat ions (and their recordings), he also spread his ideology through the literature that carries his name. Martin's disc iples
continue to sell his recorded talks and books. Thus, as r have shown
elsewhere, his approach to what he quaintly called "cults," as well as
his rheto ric, conti nues to dominate the cou ntercult culture. 12
A sign of the veneration Martin still receives fro m countercultists
is the publication o f the "revised, updated, and expanded anniversary
edition" of Tile Kingdom of the Cults. I) As with two ea rlier revisions,
few others) target only Latter-day Saints. The bulk of the counlereull industry is involved
in a kind of eq ual opportunity bigot ry.
10. This even includes the way the Tanners, who otherwise seem to dista nce Ihemselves from Walter Martin, end up addr~ing certain issues. For e)(ample, early in his career as an ant i-Mormo n, Martin began to claim that Latter-day Saints regularly employ
biblicaltcrrns and ph rases as part of an effort 10 c13i m to be Christian, but, hc chargl'"d,
they constantly redefine the terms they employ. They do this presumably to trick others
into believing that they are Christi an. The Tanners have taken up this allegation and
made it their own, though wit hout indicating that in doing so they are borrowing from
Waitcr Ma rtin. ~e, for e)(ample, Jerald an d Sandra Tanner, "Termi nology,~ in ·the Colmlerfeit G05pd of MormO/li5m (Euge ne, Ore.: Harvest House, 1998), 185-231. John R.
Richardso n, in ~A Great Gu l f,~ rev iew of 1·lIe Maze 0/ MormolliWI, by Walter Martin,
Christilmily Today 6120 (j ul y 1962 ): 995, inCidentall y, was certain that Lauer-day Saints
(~ Mormons~) ~are careful 10 make certain thatlhey do nO! use language which might reveal the true nature of their theological dev iati ons~ from gen uine Christianity. And he
also assumed that ~Dr. Martin shows how the Mormon rdigion utilizes biblical terms and
phrases and even adopts Christi an doctriues in order to claim allegiancc to the Ch ristian
faith.n
II. Thc total number of individual ministrics and agencies engaged in antiMormonism comes to as many as fou r hundred. See Midgley, ~ The Newfanglcd
Countercult Cuhure,n 280--83, 304--6. If the many dozens of anti-Mormon Web sites that
have reccntly sprouted 011 the Intl'"fm.'t arc included, the lotal is nlu(h la rgel.
12. See ibid., 286-93.
13. This IK'W edition of Th.· Kinj!rlmn.if Ille CullS was issued thirty years after thc first
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The Kingdom of the Cults has once again been revised and updated by
devoted d isci ples. 14
Ma rtin has followers in sectar ian seminaries, as well as d isciples
in several rather pugnacious publishing houses. IS Some may even be
the sa me people. For example. Alan W. Gomes teaches at an evangelical sem inary l6 and is also the edito r of two series of countercult
propaganda pamphlets published by Zondervan Publishing House,
wh ich has been a ce nter of countercultism over the years. Martin
founded the Div ision of Cu lt Apologet ics at Zondervan in 195517
when he first began his co umercult career. His early booklets and
books were published by Zondervan, which opport unity helped to
launch his countercult career.
edition appeared in print-hence the thirtieth anniversary edition. The 1997 essay, entitled "The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (The Mormons),~ has 3,120 lines,
wh ile the 1985 redaction had 2,828 lines. BiU McKeever and Reverend Kurt Van Gorden
added app roximately 360 Jines to (and removed app roximately 67 lines of text (rom) the
1985 edition of the chapter in 'nre Kingdom of Ihe Culu. The 1997 edition of ·t'lrc Kilrgdom
oflhe Clilu also contains eight new chapters (one each on the notion of mi nd control
Iwhich is attackedJ, Buddhism, New Age, the Unification ChuTl:h, Sdentology, apocalyptic speculat ions, Ihe Word Faith Moveme nt, and Unitarian Universalism), while fo ur
chapters have been revised rather than merely updated (Jehovah's Witnesses, Christian
Sdence, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, and cults); see also the two revised articles in the appendix on Seventh-day Adventism and Islam .
14. The Spring 1998 Bethany House Publishers catalog descr ibed the 1997 edition of
The Kingdom of tire CIIIIS as ~fresh, up-to-date informalion--over fifty percent new materia l" (p. 3). 1 calculate that 8.69 percent of the chapter on the Ch urch of Jesus Christ of
La ner-day Saints is new. Bethany HOllse claimed that ~since the first edition was published in 1965. The Kingdom of Ihe ClillShas been the authori tative refcr~nce work on major cult systems" (p. 3). This new edition, the publishers claim. is "sure to set the standard
for cult reference books for the next decade" (p. 3). It is ~the definitive reference on cults"
(p. 3) . Finally. the publishers assert that ~DR. WALTER MARTIN held fou r ea rned degrees [one being a high school diploma], having received his doc torate from California
Coast University [thcn called California Western Un iversity] in the field of Comparat ive
Religions" (po 3).
] 5. I have not been able to discover any indication thai responsib le academics in real
universities have taken Martin's polemics seriously.
16. Professor Gomes is at the Talbot School of Theology al Biola Universit y in La
Mirada, California. The name "Biola" seems to have becn derived from the " Bible institute of Los Angeles."
17. See u A Brief Chronology ofWa 1ter R. Martin's Ministry," included with ~Memo
rial Service for Dr. Walter Martin." Chrisliu,r Re,eurc/r New5lellrr 2/4 (1 990): 7. See also
the RIN Web site, waltermartin.orgimemorial.htmL
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Some of Martin's disciples continue publishing with Zondervan,
now u nder the direction of Gomes. For example, Reve rend Kurt Van
Go rden, who is, among ot her things, a thoroughly truculen t ant iMormon, dedicated his own recen t booklet attacking the Church of
Jesus Chr ist of L<! tter-day Sa ints "to Dr. Walter R. Manin (19281989)."18 Van Gorden describes Martin as "a personal friend, teacher,
and mentor who wrote the first Zondervan series on cults (1950s)."19
Walter Ma rti n was primarily responsible for launching the
Protestant evange lical cou ntercult industry and hence is also the
source of much of the recent anti-Mormonism be ing marke ted by
counte rcu lti st merchant-m inisters. 20 In the 19505 Martin's co untercultist activit ies drew relatively little attentio n, and his writings did
not sell pa rticul arly we ll . It was not until the late 1960s and ea rly
1970s, when clements of the so-called Jesus People (sometimes called
the Jesus Freaks or the Jesus Movement) were attracted by Martin's
attacks upon what he called "cults,"2t that he became a kind of "cult"
figure with this particular group. Martin's writings, including The
Killgdom of the Clllts, did not start sell ing well. according to his disciples. until the Jesus People sta rted supporting him. Then the sale of
The Khlgdom of the Cults escalated. Mart in's apologists es timate that
it has sold more tha n 750.000 copies. n

18. Kurt Van Gorden, MormoniJ//!, ed. Alan W. Gomes (G ra nd Rapids, Mith.: Zondervan, 1995). 4.
19. Ibid.
20. For rny earlier comments on Martin and his place in the cu rrent wave of ant.iMormonism, see Midgley, "Anti·Mormonism and the CountefCult Culture," 286-93,
330-3 1.
21. The Jesus People were essentially drawn from the remnants of the counterculture
protest movemenl of the late] 960s and early] 970s who had become jaded by the licen·
tious and undisc iplined world of drugs, wanton sexual gratification, and endless protests
and who had in their quest fo r new ideology somehow discovered Jesus, who became
their new guru.
22. Mrs. Jill Renee Martin Rischc has confirmed this figure in an e-mail to !lie da ted
23 August 1998. Mrs. Rische, togcthl'r with her husband, Kevin, operates what they c.JlItne
Religious Information Network (RIN ). For th e sales figures of Tire Kingdom of the CullS.
see www.serve.com/rini/bio.html orwaltermartin.orglbio. html. Mrs. Rische, the eldest
daughter of Walter Martin. uses this Web site to promote her father's countercultism.
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In the 1960s, after what his admirers describe as a "clarion caU"
for others to join in his countercult activities, the re was a veritable
explosion of "min istries" or "ou treaches" ded icated to attacking the
faith of others, with Latter-day Saints being a major target. Martin
thus led a crusade against the "cults."23
Some Denominationa1 Guile
Martin fou nd an amenable audience for his countercultism (a nd
hence also for his anti-Mormon rhetoric ) in the Southern Baptist
Convention (S BC) . And the radicaUy fundamentalist fac tion that has
recently wrested control of the SSC from a previously somewhat
more moderate segment of Baptists, as I will demonstrate, seems to
have been enthralled by his claim that the "Mormon church" worships a different Jesus, ha s a different gospel, and hence is part of a
pagan "cult" that merely "masquerades" as Christian . Martin seems
to have helped turn the SBC, which is the largest American Protestant denomination, into a fertile field for a new round of antiMormon fanaticism.
The 1998 annual meetings of the Southern Baptist Co nvention
took place in the Salt Palace in Salt Lake City.24 Th e meetings were
preceded and then accompanied by expensive, sophisti ca ted, and
officially sanctio ned propaganda produced and orchestrated by official spokesmen for the SBC and directed against the Church of Jesus
Christ o f Latter-day Saints. These materia ls, so metimes circu lated
with the assistance of a crew of veteran anti-Mormons, turned out to
be highly biased and also contained quite inaccurate portrayals of the
Lauer-day Sa int faith. 2~
23. The King,/om of rile Culu ( 1997). I I.
24. The Southern Baptist Convention met 5-12 Jun e 1998. with official MgeneraJ"
mcctings held 9- 11 June.
25. See Daniel C. Peterson. ~'ShaJl They Not Both Fall into the Ditchr What Certain
Baptists Thi nk They Kn ow aboutlhe Re~lo red Gos pelt FARMS Review of Books 1011
( 1998 ): 12-96, for a review of the video and the supporting literature prepa red by the
SBC to attack the faith of Latter· day Saints.
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Among the literature sold or distributed at the SBC meetings in
Salt Lake City was a book by Phil Roberts , who is the head of the
Interfaith Witness Department of th e Nort h American Mission
Board of the Southern Baptist Convention. 26 Adorned with a dreadfulthough inadvertently commonplace titl e, Mormonism Unmasked
is a typically tendentious ant i-Mormon book, one quite unworthy of
a wealthy, powerful, and sophisticated Protestant denomination. 27
The cover of Mormonism UnmaskecP 8 contains some astonish ing advertisi ng hype, which depicts well both its style and contents.
"Mu ch of the power of Mormonism springs from its aura of mystery," acco rdin g to the description of this quickly assembled book,29
"but R. Philip Roberts brings the Mormons' carefully gua rded secrets
to light." Mormotlism Unmasked is described by its publisher as "a
powerful new book that gives you the tools yo u need to defend
Christ ianity against their false authority and doctrine."

26. Wh(' n R. I'hilip Roberts's Mor/llOlli5,,1 Umlla5kcd (Nashville, Tenn.: Sroadman &
Holman, 1998) was first ann ounced, its authors were said 10 indude Tal Davis, an associate director of the In terfa ith Witness Division of the SSC, and Sandra Tanner, who, with
her redusive husband, Jera ld, operates Utah Ughtho uS<' Ministry. The title page shows
only RobnlS as author. But il would appear that Davis is responsible for chapters 1, 5,
and 7, while T3nner wrote cha pters 3, 4, and 9. [t is not d ear why thei r names do not ap·
pear on the title page as coauthors.
27. A collec tio n of essay. by Franci. J. Beckwith, Norman Geisler, Ron Rhodes, Phil
Roberts, and krald and Sandra Tanner (published unde r the lurid title The Cou uter[eit
Gospel of MormOlliml: The Grea / Divilie be/weell Morlll0lli5llz and ChriSltaUtlY [Eugene,
Ore.: HafV('St t-louS<', ]99SIJ, provides another eJ(ample of similar mendacity. See the reo
views in this issue, pages 137-353.
28. For ea rli er uses of Ihis same litle, see R. Clark, Morlllor/ ism Ulllllusked; Or rhe
LUlla.day SuiJZls ill a Fix (London: Banks, 1849); Reve rend Benjamin Willmore, Mor·
moniSlll Unmasketl: or, Earnest App~'Il/J 10 rile wller· ,lar Saims (Westbromwich: Hudson,
1855); Fred E. Bennett, The Mormon Detective; or. At/vim/ures ill the We5/, Mormonism
Unmasked (New York: Ogilvie, ]887); and R. C. Ev~ns, Mormollt5rlZ U"masked (Toronto,
Canada: n.p., 1919).
29. Phil Roberts, Mormonism Ullmasked, vii, thanks Tal Davis and Sandra Tan ner ufor
wor kin g so quickly under the time co nstra ints u nd er which this book was produced."
And he also me mions the ~ unusu~lIy fast w~y in which this book was produced.~
Enormous st~cks of these books were offered for sale at the June ]998 SBC convention in
Salt t ake City for those who felt ~ netd to ha\"e"Mormonism Un nlasked."
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Embedded in Mormonism Unmasked is the claim that its author
speaks for historic (i n a sense that excludes most of those who considered themselves Christians from the first century to the present),
Trinitarian (as defined by the ecumenical creeds), and biblical C hris ~
tianity (as understood by one faction of late twentieth-century
American Protestants). It also charges that members of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints are not Christian and that it s
members worship a different Jesus and have a different gospel, a different God, and so forth-a rather commonplace litany invoked by
countercul tists following the slogans popularized by Martin. What
could convince the leadership of a sophistica ted faction of presumably educated churchmen-leaders and spokesmen for the largest
Protestant denomination in the United Sta tes-to promote such
nonsense?
SSC leaders warned their people that they were about to visit a
place dominated by people who are essentially pagans~that is, not
Chr istians in any sense. In SBC literature Latter-day Sa ints are portrayed as members of a pagan cult. The Saints are presumably badly
in need of an introduction to the real Jesus of the Bible. The efforts
by the SSC to "educate" their Baptist brethren about "Mormons,"
though ostensibly designed to equip those folks to witness to Latterday Sa ints, were largely directed at (and hence sold to) Baptists,
thereby preventing the Baptists who came to Salt Lake C ity from
falling into the snare set by the Saints.
Southern Baptists cla im that they do not proselyte-that is, attempt to draw other Christians into their "church." To do so wou ld
be "sheep steali ng," and they assert that they never have and never
will do such a thing. Instead, they "witness" only to those who are
not Ch ri stians. If Baptists were to grant that Latter-day Saints are
Christians, then they could not wit ness to the Saints and would have
to treat them in the same way they approach Methodists,
Presbyterians, or Anglica ns. These other folks tend to be seen merely
as low-voltage Ch ristians.
The cur rent leadership of the SBC seems to have found in
Martin's ideology a useful---even necessary-justification for obstinately excluding Latter-day Saints and the restored gospel of Jesus
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Christ from their ow n self-se rving defin ition of what constitutes a
Ch ristian. By adopting much of his bizarre rheto ric, they have fo und
a way of warranting their own urge to attack the faith of Latter-day
Saints. Martin's claims tha t the Chu rch of Jes us Ch rist of Latter-day
Sa ints is no t Chri st ian , Latter- day Saints worship a different Jesus,
and so forth we re necessary in order to sell himself an d hi s an tiMo rmon propaganda to his fellow Baptists. Roberts desc ribes Martin as "dean and encourager of many contemporary cult-watch
groups,"30 Along with his followers, he see ms to have "ed ucated"
Baptists about the " Mormon menace." The SBC adopted his ideology
in o rder to justify the ir hos tility toward Latter-day Sain ts. whose
proselyting activity is viewed as a major threat.
Since Martin's audience was prima rily Baptist, he gained favo r
with th em by his co ncocted noti on that Mormons were not Ch ristian. This false ideology, along with the su pport of the Baptists,
helped laun ch his caree r. The publishers of the most recent edition of
The Kingdom of the Cults did not exaggera te when they claimed that
Marti n " mc ntored many who have since beco me leaders in the
counter-cult min is tr y fie ld. He was deservedly called ' the fath er of
cult apologetics."'31 What they neglected to point out is that Ma rtin's
brand of co untercultism has infiltra ted the So uthern Baptist Convention. T hey also failed to ment ion that his influence has also contribu ted to still another resurgence of religio us bigotry in the United
States and elsewhere.
Some Standards
Martin was bes t known for public appearances on hi s sec tari an
hu stings, as well as for his perfo rmances as the synd ica ted "B ible

30. Mortlwuill/J UllrIlllSked (1998), 156. See also Ihe sidebar 10 an article by Louis
Moore. entitled «Coun tering the Mor mon Wave," in The Comminioll: MlIglizille of/he
frHenJaliOira/ MissiOJr Board. Southern Bllfllisl COllv/mtiQlr, June 1998, 12, which lists
Wallt'"T Martin's The Kingdom of tire CU/IS as a source (Of KBaptists interested in mort' information of the Mormon Church, its history. practices and beliefs." II is not uncommOIl
for lIaptists to include Martin's work in lists of recommended readin g whe n they art'" ad·
drl."ssinp: concerns about Lauer·day Saints.
JI. The KiIlS,/ollJ off/Ie CU/IS ( 1997 ), II.
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Answer Man" on the radio. His style seems best preserved in tape
recordings of his talks-a few of which are still sold by the Christian
Research Institute (CRI)J2 and many more by the Religious Information Netwo rk (RIN)-along with his li terature that is still in
prin t. Martin 's tapes clearly indicate that he was aggress ive, confident, pugnacious. and witty-a spelJbi nde r. Martin, who obviously
loved to ridicule and assail those he denigrated as "cultists." liked to
pose as a scholar and expert. He loved being caUed "Doctor" long before he purchased a Ph.D. from a correspondence school in California. He often expounded on the meani ng of Greek or Hebrew words
in the Bible. giving the impression that he had mastered the ancient
biblical languages. These affectations were his way of staging his performan ces and manipulating his audiences.
So it may be just a bit unfai r to hold Martin to scholarly standards, even though he allowed h imself to be advert ised as a teacher
or scholar)) and permitted others to make cla ims about his academic
credentials. What standards should Martin be held to? Should he be
held to a standard he set forth? In 1956, early in his career, Martin set
out in a book entitled The Christian and the Cults wha t he called

32. Hank Hanegraaff currentl y runs CR I. It seems that Hanegraaff pushed aside a
number of others who perhaps hoped to in herit atlcast portions of Martin's busincss
empire. CRI has thus been turn ed into a hotbed of conlroversy. And it would not be entirely wrong to say that Hanegraaff is himself very controversial.
33. Martin's friends report that he Utaught at Shelton College in New York~ in
1953- 54; was the upublic Relatio ns and Alumni Director at Sto ny Brook School" in
1954-56 (this was the high school from which he graduated); "taught al Ki ng's College
in New York~ from 1960 to 1965; utook over the Bible Class of Donald Grey Barnho use,
held every Monday evening in New York e ityn in 1966; and continued 10 teach this class
through 1973. In 1974 Martin "began leaching 'Cults and the Occult· al MeJod yland
School of Theology. His class at Melody13nd evolved in to a regular Sunday School class in
Southern Cali fo rnj a.~ Finall y in 1980 he "became the Director of the .'IlIA prog ram at
Simon Greenleaf School of Law.n All this is available from RIN on thei r Web site at
http://waltermartin.orglmemorial.html in "A Brief Chronology of Walte r R. Martin's
Mi n istry.~ If any are curious about what Marti n was doing at, say, King's College, they can
consult the title page of Martin's The Maze (If Mormonism ( 1962), where they will d is·
cover that he was "Visiting ~cturer, English Bible, The King's College, Briarcliff Manor,
N.Y.» Unfo rt unately thcy will be unable to figure out if this was a seconda ry or pos tseconda ry schooL But nevcr mind. it sounds impressive.
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"do's" and "don'ts" "that the Chris tian can profitably observe when
attcmp ting to evangelize a cult ist ."H We have, I believe, in Martin's
list of what he called "Pitfalls to be Avoided" an appropriatc standard
by which to judge his performance as an anti-Mormon. Did Martin
follow his ow n advice?
"Do not," Martin advised at that time, "attack directly the founders of any particular cult, either on moral or intellectual grounds."3s
Did Martin ever attack (ridicule, mock, belittle, or deride ) Joseph
Smith or other leaders of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints? If he did. then he obviously neglected to follow his own ad vice. In addition, "do not," he in sisted, "pretend to understand the
doctrines of a cult unless you have first looked them up and studied
them from primary sources." To fail to understand what the "cu ltist"
actually believes is, according to Martin, to invite being "emba rrassed
beyond words." In stead, one ought to know "what his [tha t is, the
cultist'sl literature teaches."36 Presumably this would not involve trying to tell the "cultist" what he believes, but it would demand that he
be allowed to set forth his own understanding of his beliefs.
Therefore Martin felt that countercu ltists ought to make "every
effort to understand the doct rinal, histo rical and psychological components" of the "cultiSt."37 We may ask, did Martin make a genuine
effort to understand the beliefs of Latter-day Sai nts from their own
perspective? Or was his understanding fLite red through the contorted
and distorting lens of anti-Mormonism?
Martin insisted that no matter "how 'dense' a cultist may appear
to be," it is a mistake to "become antagonistic or impatient ." To do so
is to become one's "own worst enemy." He also insisted that the evan·
gelica1 should "avoid a hostile or suspicious attitude or one which radiates superio rity of either belief or accomplishment." And "do not,"
Martin insisted, "attempt to 'ove rpower' the cultist with Biblica l

) 4. Waller R. Martin, Tile ChriSfian arid f/l e Cults:
Bible (G ra nd Rapids, Mi ch.: Zondervan, 1956),99.

35. Ibid.
36. Ibid" 100.
37. Ibid .. IO I.

AlI$wer;IIE fh e Cull ;slS from Ihe
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quotations or trite evangelical cl iches."38 Martin seems to rule out
proof texting and slogan th inking. Did he violate these r ules? Do
Martin's writings have any "trite evangelical cl iches"?
"Do not cast aspersions or dou bt upo n the sincerity or motives
of the cul tist." "Do not humiliate a cult ist," no ma tter what his "background, educat ion, intellectual ineptness, or knowledge of the Scripture." "Do not dodge questions for which you do not have an answer." And the kin dly evangelical should also allow "a cultist to 'save
face' ... , especially if yo u both know he has los t the point." (And
remember, to cou nterc ult ists, wi nn ing "poi nts" in debates is what
witnessing is all about.) Martin also insisted that eva ngelicals should
radiate "true Christian love" as they "approach every cultist as an ambassado r for Chri st." T he co un tercultist sho ul d always move wi th
"grea t tact and a ca reful choice of wo rds and express ions."39 We will
soon see if Martin practiced what he preached.
Encountering Martin's Early "Scholarship"
In 1962,1 purchased a copy of Martin's The Maze of Mormonism.
It was simply atrocious an d also, even at $2.95, ove rpriced. It was
poorly written and d id not con tain the fruit of serious research. Its
author was obv iously no t well -in formed. The book made no original
contribution to the study of Mormon things. I was both amused and
d isgusted by the book.
Now, return ing to The Maze of Mormonism aft er th irty-eight
years, 1 am even less impressed wi th it. Why? It is jus t packed with
false hoods and errors. For example, in 1962 Ma rti n claimed tha t an
LOS "ward is composed of districts known as 'blocks' presided over
by a bishop with two teachers as assistants."4o Obviously this claim is
simply wrong. In 1965 the statement still read: "Each wa rd is composed of distr icts known as 'b locks' presided over by a bishop with
38. Ibid., 99-100.
39. Ibid .. 100--102.
40. Tire Mllze o[Mormollism (1962), 19. Martin di d not confu se wards and Stakes~
cause in th~ nel(t sentenc~ he tries to d~scr ibe the organi1.ation of stakes.
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two teachers as ass islants."41 In 1978 it was cha nged to the following:
"Every ward is co mposed o f districts, known as ' blocks; presided
over by a bishop wi th two cou nselors as assistan ts."42 Finally in 1985
this passage was again modified: "Each ward is presided over by a
bishop and hi s two counselors."4J It took Martin and his associates
twenty-three yea rs to get just this tiny bit of information right.
Subsequent printings and editions of Martin's essays often un derwent massive changes designed to remove or co rrect such misinformation. Hence the later ve rsions of his anti-Mormon writings
are better than the originals, but only marginally. In nea rly fifty years
neither Martin nor his many ass istants and editors have been able to
get all the inaccuracies out of his essays. By 1978, Martin seems not
to have bee n involved in making co rrec tion s or in modifying hi s
essays. He was far too busy making speeches for admiring audiences.
His associates seem to have taken on the task of co rrecting, ed iting,
and perhaps even writing his essays. His output seems to have benefited from hav in g what amou nted to ghostw rite rs, but the host of
correcti ons and add itio ns made over the yea rs to his essays were
made by only somewha t better informed editors or assistants.
Who exactly researched, corrected, or even wrote Martin's anti Mormon essays? If Jill Ma rtin Rischc, who is the executo r for her father's papers, would make them available fo r scholarl y inquiries, assuming that they have not al ready been trashed or culled, then it
might be possible to na il down these details. Without Martin's pape rs I have only dues from his writings to suggest who might have
worked on them.
Like myse lf, other Latter-day Saints have lacked enthusiasm for
Martin's wo rk. Hence I was amused when I discovered that Robert
and Rosemary Brown had offered solid evidence that Mart in lacked
probity in many of the claims he made about himself and the Chu rch
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.44 Neither Martin nor his d isciples
41.

TheKillgtiolTlojlhe Culu(1965), 149.

42. The M(lzcofMorrmmism ( 1978),22.
43. The Kingdom of/he CullS ( 1985), 168.
44. For an eKamination of Martin·s personal proclivities. and also some of the substan<:e
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have addressed the substant ive issues raised by the Browns. Instead of
dealing directly with their evidence, apologists for Martin have been
content to attack the Browns personally. The best that can be said for
Martin's apologists is that some have attempted to do a bit of damage
control, but their efforts have been feebIe. 4s
After t read what the Browns had discovered about Martin's divorces and then even tu ally noticed that he once claimed that one
wife is enough, it occurred to me that, rather ironically, it was not the
case for him. But I am not really interested in Martin's divorces, other
than to point out that he seems to have been, ironically, a kind of serial polygamist. And r grant that an unaccredited correspondence
school in California that calls itself a "university" bestowed a doctoral
degree on Martin in 1976. But it appears that he never wrote a dissertation nor was involved in any of the usuaJ examinations that go with
earning a genuine Ph.D.46
LDS Neglect of Martin
Until recently. only a few Latter-day Sa ints thought that Martin's
publications and public statements deserved criti cal attention. Those
who have taken notice of Martin have been am used by his academic
posturing and his shift ing family affa irs. To Latter-day Saints, Martin
was merely another preacher with illegitimate qualifications who
made a livi ng spreading bigotry and recycling lies. Martin has not appeared to Latter-day Saint schola rs as anything more than another in
a dismal line of incompetent, poorly informed, and not particularly
honest partisans e ngaged in a propaganda war against the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Those Sai nts who have encou ntered
Martin's anti-Mormon writings may not have thought it worth their
of his ant i-Mormonism, see vo lume three in the se riu of exposes of raunchy an tiMo rmon preachers wri tten by Ro be rt l. and Rosemary Brown entitled They Lie ill Wlli//o
Deceive: A Sillily of All/i-Mormon Deception (Mesa. Ariz.: Brownsworth, 1986).
45. See the RIN Web site at wa ltermartin.org. $ce, for example, the biune item entitled ~ Waher Mar tin's Do(torate ~ at waherrnartin. o rgldegree.ht ml or the effort of his
daughter to eKplain away his divorces.
46. Brown and Brown, 11,Q' Lie in Wait /0 Deceive, 19.
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time 10 respo nd 10 h is charges. My ini lia l disg ust towa rd The Maze
of Morm onism in 1962 was probably a typical LDS response to that
dread ful book and his other ant i-Mormon writings.
And yet he was a legend in the mi nds of his disciples. An apologist for Ma rtin has claimed that "a ny Latter-day Sain t dcaling with
'an ti-Mormon' literatu re is bound sao ncr or later to run inlo Ihe
name of Dr. Walter Martin, a man who, perhaps more than any
other, is cited as the final word on the subject of orth odox Christianity and the cultS."47
One might, of cou rse, suspect that those at the eRl exaggerated
just a little. When has the "final word" been uttered? But on Martin's
influ ence there is support from others in the countercult industry. Be
that as it may. a decade after Martin's death there arc still those who
claim th at he remains the state-of-the-art in anti-Mormon propa ga nda. Although Latter-day Saints tend to neglect or ignore Mart in's
work, 1 still believe that it is a mistake to underestimate his impact on
a vocal segme nt of recent American Protestantism.
Martin's Literary Legacy
It is possible th at, ea rly in his ca reer, Marti n published one or

more ant i-Mormon essays in obscure secta rian religious magazines.18
However, Martin's disciples-including his daughter, Jill Rische, who
ha s some expe rie nce as a librarian and should be able to deal wi th
bibliographical matte rs-do not possess a full bibliography of his
writi ngs. Rische has not assembled her fa ther's bibl iography but is

47. ~ Does Dr. Walte r Mart in have a Genuine Earned Doctor's Degreero' available from
Ihe Web sile of Ihe Christian Re-.search Instit ute, www.equip.orgifreeJDMIOO.hlm (dated
November 1997), emphasis in original. This ilt""m was republished from somethi ng called
The Contender, ,unt"" 1987, pubtished in Huntington Beach, Califo rn ia.
48. The Religious Info rmation Network offers something called "Walter Martin's
Biography,· in which it is asscrtt""d Ihal " he has co ntributed frt""que ntly to leading Christian
magazines and has published articles in Christumity TO/Jay, Christian !.ife, Action, E!emity,
and The ChriS/iun RfUder.~ The biography also claims that Mart in ",as a cont ributing edito r for a magazint"" called Eternily for five yt""ars. 5« waltt""rmartin.orglbio.html. [ havt"" [0cated one essay by Martin in Chris/iu",ily ·ilxillY 5/6 (l9 ~cember \ 960): 233-35. It does
not deal with Mormon things. I have been unable to locate these ot~.er magazines.
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instead busy doing damage control over her father 's reputation as she
sells his books and audiotapes. I have begged her to fas hion a com plete listing of his writings, but she has been unwillin g or unabl e to
do so, just as she has been reluctant to answer questions about her father's activities, including his questi onable academic credent ials.
Furthermore, the CRr, Martin's old business enterp rise, is also unable
to provide a bibliography.
I have consulted Mart in's essays currently available at the Harold
B. Lee Library at Brigham Young University and those at FARMS. I
have also tra ced the subseq ue nt redaction and repu blica tio n of his
ea rl y anti-Mormon wr itings. These essays cast much ligh t on hi s
anti -Mormon ism and help resolve the question of his "scholarship."
Martin reported in 1962 that the Church of Jes us Christ of
Latter-day Sa ints "strives to masquerade as the Chr istian Church."49
He loved usin g the word masquerade, employing it regularly along
with ClIlt, m(Jze, and menace to characterize what he called "Mormonism."50 In 1962 he claimed th at this Mor mon "' masquerade" involved an effort by Latter-day Sai nts to "del ibe ra tely misrep resen t"
their teachings. He often referred to the "deception- practiced by the
Saints an d asserted that "scholastic dishonesty and twisted semantics
are standard Mormon practices in their ever expanding attempt to
masquerade as Chris tians." What the Saints believe and teach, ac cording to Martin , is thus "false and devilish"; they kn owingly advance "an ti-Christia n dogmas" as they wage "th eological war o n
Christia nity."51
'When I first encountered Martin's rhetoric, I was not impressed.
His arguments an d sup porting evide nce were pathetic. Shou ld a
book filled with bombast be taken seriously? Martin's rh etoric also
violated his own rules set out in 1956 on how to witness to a "cultist."
But his language and tone in 1962 were quite consistent with his first
49.

The MuzeofMornrorrism (1978), 198.

The Maze of Momwrrism (1962), 124, and also notice thr use of the wo rd mas·
Jesus Christ is accused of
trying to Kmasquerade as a Ch ristian ch urch~). And sec the ~cknowledgments p~gc of 7111:
50.

IJueradr at 127, 128, 129, 160 (where, for exa m ple, the Church of

Muze of MormOllimr (1978), where special slress is placcd on the expression "the Mormon
Masquerade.n
51. Ibid. ( 1962). 128,127, 130, 129, 125, 133,and 62.
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ven tu res in to anti-Mormonism in 1955, 1956, and 1957, and even
wit h his 1997 revised-by-h is-associates The Kingdom of the Cults.
Whe n I read The Maze of Mormonism back in 1962, it was obvious that Martin was igno rant about Mormon matters. Even a lessinformed Latter-day Saint wou ld have noticed that he lacked a basic
understanding of the history and beliefs of the Sain ts. But to the
unin formed. Ma rtin may have appea red to be an expert. 52 And why
not? He advert ised that he had spent "five years of resea rch,"S) and he
claimed to have draw n "extensively and exhaustively from pr imary
source materials"54 (wh ich. however. were essent iall y other ant iMormon books).
Ma rli n also boasted of havi ng made an effort at accuracy55 but
anticipated that Latter-day Saints would fault what he had written:
The results of our five years of research as found in thi s
book will doubtless be critic ized by the Mormon Church and
its friends, who will claim lh at much of the Quoted material
is from allegedly "hostile" sources, and that as a result the
Mormons have not had a "fair showing."56
Then Ma rtin asserted that "the Mormon Church has not produced contemporary evidence of the same cal iber which in any way
tends to disprove our basic findin gs."57 But how would he know? A
gla nce at the bibliography in The Maze of Mormonism shows that
Marrin was quite unfamiliar with either primary or seconda ry LDS
sources. Be that as it may, he challe nged Latter-day Saints to respond
to the anti-Mormon literature and the conclusions he drew from it.
52. And those who encountered The Maze of Mormonism at least sometimes appear
to have assumed that uDr. Martin offers us a thoroughly documented,historical, theologi.
cal, and apologetic survey of the Mor mon religion. There is," according to this same
writer, "every evidence that the au thor has endeavored to be accurate. Richardson, °A
Great Gu lf," 995. "Dr. Martin" indeed. (He didn't purchase his correspundence-school
doctorate unti l 1976, by the way. )
53. Preface to The Mllzeof Mormonism (1962), 9.
54. TIl<: Maze of Mormonism ( 1962), inside front cover.
55. See ibid., 10.
56. Ibid., 9.
57. Ihid.
H
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"If the Mormon Church ca n produce such evidence, evidence
which has been requested time and time again by many investigators.
we shall be most willing to consider it and revise our conclusions
proportionately."s8 However, the fact is that throughout his life
Mart in was unacquainted with LDS lite rature and hence knew virtually nothing of the growing body of competent stud ies dea ling with
the issues he raised and the co mplaints he made against the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Basking in such ignorance, Martin never once attempted to reconsider his stance or revise his conclusions on the basis of further research or grea ter familiarity with
LDS scholarship. And his followers are only marginally better in this
regard. 59
In the middle I 950s it appears that Martin looked at some materials assembled by others about the Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints. When Martin first targeted a given group. it seems that he
began his research by consulting some edition of a book by van
Baalen. 60 He also consulted Mead's Handbook of Denominations in
tile United States,61 Gerstner's Theology of the Major Sects,62 and other
similar handbooks. Such books provided Martin with a basic understanding (or misunderstanding) of the church and also a bibliography from which to work. 6l In 1978 he published a revised and enlarged edition of The Maze of Mormonism in which the references to
58. Ibid.
59. Martin often thanks others for their textual resources. In the acknowledgments to
The Maze of Mormonism ( 1962), he thanks others for providing or collecting materials.
The names change somewhat in his acknOWledgments for the 1978 edition of this book.
O ne wonders if he ever did any real research.
60. See Jan Karel van Baalen. The ChiJOS of Culu; A Study of Present -Day "lml5"
(G rand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans. 1938). He may also have used, since he cites it, the 1956
edition of this book.
6 1. See Frank S. Mead. Ham/book of Del10miuufimn ill the United Slares, rev. ed.
(Nashville: Abingdon, 1956).
62. See John Gerstner. Tile Theology of tile Major SPa, (G rand Rapids, Mich.: Baker
Book House, 1960).
63. Compare the bibliog raphy attached 10 Martin's essay enti tled ~Seventh-day
Adventism," Chri5tiallily TOIIClY 5/6 ( 19 December 1960): 15 [235]. wi th the bibliography
found in The Maze of Mormonism (1962). 183, 18S.
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van Baaien, Ge rstne r, and Mead were removed, thus erasing the faint
traces of h is original sources. But they turned up again u nder "General Refe rences" in The Kingdom of the CultS. 64 So they eit her remained part of his resources or his assistan ts fo rgot to remove them
from h is bibliograp hies. Although Martin claimed he had drawn
from "primary so urces," he did not begin, as he implies, with "prima ry sources," and he was not led to such sou rces by any books he
and assista nts used. It was only when he tu rn ed his "research" and
writi ng over to others th at some fai nt signs of famil iari ty with LOS
sources, either primary or seconda ry, emerged.65 Be that as it may, he
did not follow the schola rly debates on the issues he addressed in his
anti-Mo rmon essays.
Marti n wa nted othe rs to believe that his writings we re serious
scholarship. For example, the d ust jacket fo r the fi rst edition of The
Maze of Mormonism reported that Mart in was "cu rrently completing
his doctoral st udy in the field of Comparative Religions" at New York
Unive rsity.66 Even if Ma rtin did pursue some legiti mate doctoral
studies at New Yo rk Un iversity, he d id not co mplete a docto ral program the re. Instead, in 1976 he was given a diploma by an unaccredited co rrespondence school in Cal ifornia. His apologists defend th is
odd ity by arguing that he had transferred some credits (ea rned
around 1962) fro m New York University to what was then ca lled
California Western University.67 Bu t how could Martin possibly qual ify
fo r a doctorate in comparative religion at this unaccredited correspondence school that still has no libra ry, no facu lty, and no program
in comparat ive religion? And yet Ma rtin's apologists still insist that
his Ph.D. was legitimate.
64. See nte Killgdom of //Je Cl'ilS ( 1997),652- 53.
65. The second edition of The Maze of Mormonism seems to have been the wo rk of
Jerry and Marian Bodine. "who spent lite rally hundreds of hours in research and verification of documentary evidence."
66. This statement may help explain why Richardso n, in his review of The Mllze of
Mormonism, referred twice to "Dr. Marlin.»
67. After legal action by the real California Western University, this unaccredited cor·
respondence school changed its name to Californi~ Coast University, under which name
it currently stit! operates. It does not. however, even now grant degrees in comparative
religion.
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The dust jacket for The Maze of Mormonism also indicates that in
1962 Martin Wll S "recogn ized as one of the leading authorities on religions havin g their or igin in the United States." Bu t recognized by
whom? By other countercultists or by admiri ng audiences assembled
in Baptist churches? Martin was recognized, no doubt, by secta rian
countercult preachers but certainly not by scholars in the field of comparative religion.
Neither Marlin nor his defenders have genuinely respo nded to
the criticisms of his anti-Mormon essays.68 Instead , they have generated some obfusca ting propaganda to protect his reputation. Thi s
policy calls into question both their com petence and probity.
An Explanation for the Book of Mormon

After Martin discove red a book by a Dr. James D. Bales,69 he
seems to have adopted an explanati on of the Book of Mormon that
was not defensi bl e even in 1962. Even in the latest ed ition of The
Kingdom of the ClIlts, though, Martin never moved beyond wha t he
bo rrowed from Bales. But just how careful was he in using what Bales
had written?
In the 1962 edition of The Maze of Mormonism, Martin indicated
that Bales's The Book of Mormor!? had been published by so mething
called "The Manney Company, Fo rt Worth 14, Texas."70 The citation
is a bit garbled, bu t oddly, Martin m anaged to get the information
right in his bibliography? 1This carelessness in editi ng is a typical ex ample o f Martin's sloppiness. Unfortunately, such carelessness is not
always obv iou s to readers wish ing to cr iticize th e church, thereby
leaving his credibility intact. This particul ar mistake, like many oth ers, was carried ove r into the 1965, 1985, and 1997 editions o f The

68. See, for example, Richard L. Anderso n's fine, delailed re-vie-w of the 1962 e-dition
of 'l11~ Maz~ of Mormon;,m, by Waller It Marlin, flYU Stlldie~ 6/ 1 ( 1964); 57--62.
69. Ja mes D. Bales, Tire Book of Morrnon~ ( Rose- mead, Calif.: Old Pa ths Book Club.
\958 ).
70. 'IJII! Maze of MormOllism ( 1%2).59.
7 1. Sec ibid., 182.
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Kingdom ofille ClIlrs.72 However, the bibliographies continue to give
the right citatio nJ3
But there is more to this particu lar story. Ma rti n began his attack
on the Book of Mormon by claimi ng that it "obv iously did not come
from God." So for hi m the on ly issue was to figure out where it camc
from. "The answe r," accord ing to Marti n, " has been propounded in
great Icngth by numerous students of Mormon ism, particularly E. D.
Howe, Pomeroy Tucker, and William A. Linn. All concur that the
Book of Mormon is probably an expa nsion upon the writings of one
Solomon Spa ulding."74 Here we have an indication of how Martin
understood the phrase primary sources and how he reasoned. He believed that zesty anti-Mormon books are "primary sources" and that,
if these books agreed on something, their conformity represe nted the
truth about the maner.
Thus Martin assumed that merely mentioning the conclusions of
some anti -Mormon writers somehow se ttled th e issue of the o rigin
of the Book of Mormon. He believed that all that was necessary was
to show a dependence of these wr iters on the theory espo used in
1834 in E. D. Howe's Mormonism Unvailed, the ve ritable mother of
ant i-Mormon books. But , of co urse, Martin did not review the large
literat u re for and agai nst his explanation. Neither did he assess the
strengt hs and weaknesses of the Spalding theory nor even set ou t a
coherent version of it. Martin's explanat ion of the Book of Mormon,
first se t forth in 1962, was repeated wo rd -for-word in Tile Khlgdom of
the Cults in 1997 .7s
Martin shou ld have surveyed the literature on the Spalding
theory and, at the end of his career, offered a just ifi cat ion for having
selected th is interpretation while rejecting competi ng explanat ions.
Is this not wha t scholars are supposed to do? An author of a recent
history of footnote s points out that one of the ir inadvertent functions is to " make clea r the limitations o f their own theses even as they
72. See Tilt Kiug<iom of Ihe Cull> ( 1965), 170; ( 1985), 193; ( 1997),2 10.
73. ~e 171e Killg/lum ul Ille Cull~ ( 1997), 656.
74. Sce Tile Mlluo[ Mum lll nism ( 1962),57. for bo th quotati ons.
75. SI.'e ne Kingdom III the C U/I S ( ]997), 208.
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try to back them Up."76 T herefore. footnotes tend to " buttress and
undermine. at one and the same time," the very arguments they are
intended to support. n Th is is clearly the case with Martin: What one
discovers in examining Marti n's citations are signs of extreme editorial sloppiness and ideas spawned from a particular polemi cal community rather than legi timate scholarly sources . In addition, Martin
act ually believed that virulently anti-Mormon writings are "p rimary
so urces," and he brushed aside any literature that tended to qualify.
question. or contradict his version of Mormon history or teach ings.
A striking examp le of Martin's brushing aside a li terature that
challenged his biases can be fou nd in his response to Hugh Nibley's
critic isms of anti-Mormon literature published in The Myth Makers
in 1958. This book appa rently annoyed Mart in. Hence in 1965 he an nounced that "the Mormons have attempted at times to defend their
'prophets.' This has led them," he claimed, "into more than one preca rious historical dilemma." Rather than elaborating on these dilem mas. Martin advises the reader to "see The Mythmakers lsic] by Hugh
Nibley. This is a classic example," Ma rtin claims, "of Mormon apologetics that requi res a st rong imagi nation as well as a strong stomach
to digest ."76 There is no thing in Martin's footnote indicating any
"precar ious historical dilemma" tha t LOS apologists have stumbled
into. Instead, Mart in's remarks are a ma nifestation of his urge to confront arguments with a bit of sarcasm. This sort of thing might work
with a live aud ience, but it is an embarrassment when printed.79
Beginning in the 1950s, Martin relied on both E. O. Howe and
Pomeroy Tucker to build his jaundiced account of Mormon o rigins. so But by 1976 he had become quite defens ive about these "au76. Anthony Grafton, Tire FOOlno/e: A Curillus HislOry (Ca mbridge: Harvard Unive rsity Press. 1997), 23.
77. Ib id., 32.

78. Tlrt Ki'l.~dom o/lhteU/1S ( 1%5),1 49.
79. The sa rcas m was eventually removed. and thc rirl.. of Nibley'$ book was corrected.
But the assertio n abou t LDS apologists being led "into mo re than one precarious historical dikmma" was not illustrated o r su pported. The footnote was ma de to read: ~See Hugh
Niblcy, Tire My/h Malars, Salt Lake City, UT: Bookeraft. Inc., 1958." See Tire Kilrgcfom 0/
lire CullS( 1985), 169; (1 997 ), 182.
80. See, forex.unple, MOTllumism (1957),8-9.
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thorities" and therefore defended his use of them with a little bombast. He reported that Tucker, who was writing nearly four decades
after the events he was reporting, "is vi lified by Mormon writers but
his facts have never been refuted by non-Mormon co ntemporaries."61
Martin then neglected to point out th at Latter-day Sa ints have cha llenged much of what Tucker wrote.
Martin was also defensive about E. D. Howe's Mormonism Unvailed. He or his apologists eventually clai med that Philastus Hurlbut
had vi rtu ally nothing to do with the content of Howe's book. In
1997, Reverend Va n Gorden and Bill McKeever added a paragraph to
The Kitzgdom of the Cults in which they assert the following:
Mormons attemp t to dissuade members [presumably
Latter-day Saints] from [reading?] Howe's research by pretending that his publication resulted from the revengeful
vendetta of one Dr. Ph ilastus Hurlbut (someti mes spelled
Harlburt), a Mormon excommunicated in 1833. The fact
that Howe published stories that were publicly ci rculated
previously to Hurlbut's excomm unication is incontestable.
despite Hurlbu t's assistance in research. 82
What Van Go rde n and McKeever neglect to indicate is that the
bulk of the materials publ ished by Howe were either collected or fabricated by Hurlbut; this is what is incontestable. They apparently realize that Hurlbut's invo lveme nt in writing Mormonism Unvaifed
consti tu tes a problem for those who wish to draw upon its contents.
Moreover. it raises questions about Hurlbut's methods and motives.
And even the most ardent cri lics of Joseph Smith have noticed that
many of the affidavits that Hurlbut "collected" (which were publ ished
by E. D. Howe) appear to have been written by the sa me person. S )

81. Uormoni5m (1976),6 n. 3.
82. 1'hc Kingdom of Ihe CullS (1 997), 190.
83. Latter-day Saints h31'e, of course. noticed this, but so have critics of Joseph Smith
like Fawn M. Brodie. See her No U"II KnolVs My Hi/lOry: The !.ife of JQs~ph Smith, the
Mor",,,,, Prllphl:l (New York: Knopf, 1945).68, 143-44,419-33.
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Martin had earlier argued that "Howe was a contemporary of
[Joseph] Smith and did the most thorough job of research on the
Mormon prophet and his religion; his work is today considered
prima facie evidence of the highest veracity."114 Are we to believe that
Howe did "research"? This explains the efforts of Van Gorden and
McKeever to defend Martin's appeal to Howe as a "primary source"
on Joseph Smith. Howe's book has been taken seriously by anti Mormon zealots; his book has provided th e foundation for much of
what has been written by anti-Mormons of various stripes. So it is
understandable that Van Gorden and McKeever seem just a bit coy
about Martin's use of Howe. For instance, they retain Martin's claim.
even though it is fa lse. that Howe "did one of the most thorough jobs
of research on the Mormon prophet and the origins of Mormonism
extant."IIS But they removed the following statement made by Martin
in earlier editions of The Kingdom of the Cults: "Howe has never been
refuted, and because of this he is feared and hated by Mormon historians and not a few contemporary Mormons."86 Even McKeever and
Van Gorden realized that this assertion is absurd. And now we see
why Martin was so deeply troubled by The Myth Makers-it chal lenged his biases.lIl But. other than a bit of unseemly sarcasm. Martin
did not confront the arguments and analysis found in Nibley's book.
It is obvious that one important functi on of footnotes is to "co nfer authority on a writer."118 It is equally obvious that writers who
want their arguments to be taken seriously must either "s tride forward or totter backward on their footnotes."89 Although Martin
wanted to be taken as a serious scholar by at least his evangelical au84. MonnolZ ;sm ( 1976), 7 n. 4.
85. The Kingdom oflheCulls ( 1997),1 97.
86. TheKillgriomoflheCuI15(i985).18 1.
87. In 1985 Martin was still struggli ng to defC'nd his USt of highl ~ questionable anti·
Mormon sources. He claimed that ~it has only been th e over-wise Mor mon historians,
ut ilizi ng hindsigh t over a hund red ·year ~riod, who have been able to even seri ously
challenge the C'vidence he had used. See The Killgdom of the Cli/ts (1985), 175. What this
confu $t'd sentenct S«'ms to say is that Latter.day Sainls over a hundred· year period have
h«n able 10 ".seri ously challenge~ the st uff that Martin relied upon. But they are "overwise,ft whatever th at means.
88. Grafton, The Poo/Uote, 8.
89. lbid .• 4.
ft
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diencc, his foot notcs rcveal him to be to ttering backwards. In order
fo r writers to be take n se riously as scholars, they must demo nstrate
that they have exam ined "all the sources relevant to the solu tion of a
problem and construct a new narra tive or argumen t fro m them. The
foot note proves that both tasks have bee n ca rried ou t. It identifies
both the primary evidence that guarantees the story's novelty in substance and the secondary works that do not undermine its novelty in
fo rm and thesis."90
Perhaps th e most amazing feature of The Maze of Mormonism
was Walter Ma rtin's conti nued support fo r the Spald ing explanatio n
of the Book of Mo rmon. He began his "a rgument" by asking where
the Boo k of Mormon ca me fr om, "si nce it obvio usly d id not come
fro m God ."9! So if Mar tin's co nclus ion is tha t obv ious, why d id he
bother with an explanat io n of the book's origi n? He sensed that he
needed to provide some seem ingly plausible expla nation for the
Book of Mo rmon that removed God 's involvement. Bu t his reaso ning is ci rcula r; he is begging the question.
Ma rtin triumpha ntly announced that "a ll concu r th at the Book of
Mormon is probably an expans ion upon the writings of one Solomon
Spaulding."9l He argues by authori ty although he does not know who
the authorities are. So what docs he mea n by "a ll "? Are they those he
just happens to kn ow who support his opinion? Instead of using material from the sources he me ntions in his writ ings, Ma rtin quotes
extensively from an obscure writer-a n "author ity"-to suppor t his
co nclusion that so me version of the Spald in g theory expla ins th e
Book of Mormon. He quotes fro m wha t he describes as an "excellent
volume" in which Bales asks: "What if the Latter-day Saints are right
and there is no relatio nshi p betwee n the Book of Mormon and
Spau lding's wri ti ngs? It simply means," according to Bales, "that
th ose who so contend are wrong, but it proves nothing wit h refe rence to the Questi on as to whethe r or not the Book of Mormoll is of
divine origin ."93
90.
9L
92.
93.

Ibid.,4-S.
TheMuu Qj MormQlIis m ( 19621. 57.
Ibid.
Ibid .. quoting 13;lles, Tile Bm,k of Mormml?
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Apparently Bales does not care whether the explanation being
offered of the Book of Mormon is sound. Why not? Perhaps because
critics begin with the dogmatic assumptions that it simply could not
possibly be true. But, if the Spalding theory is unsound, are its advocates not then obliged to come up with a better, alternative explanation? Apparently not. Even though Bales finally jettisons the Spalding
explanation, he continues as if nothing had happened, since, as he
claims, "we know that men wrote" the Book of Mormon "and that
these men, whoever they were, did not have God's guidance."94
Bales, whom Martin quotes with approval, further remarks that
"one can easily prove that the Book of Mormon is of human origin."9S
How? Presumably by showing once and for all who wrote the Book
of Mormon and how. Martin never seriously addressed the arguments of those who had demonstrated that the Spald ing theory was
poorly grounded. Why then should anyone take what he wrote about
Latter-day Saint beliefs seriously, since explaining the Book of
Mormon has to be the central issue? Ma rtin did not address or acknowledge the arguments that the somewhat better informed sectarian anti-Mormons 96 and the more sophisticated secu lar antiMormons97 have made against the soundness of the Spalding theory.
However. one might assume that he was aware of these arguments,
since he cites in his bibliography Fawn Brodie's No Man Knows My
History, which was published Seventeen years before Walter Martin
expressed his opinions on the matter.98 But he or his editors seem not
to have realized or perhaps cared that Brodie had gone a long way toward demolishing the Spalding explanation of the Book of Mormon
for gentile schola rs, including even some of the most prominent
anti-Mormons. Martin further neglects to teU h is readers that some
of the most zealous anti-Mo rmons had abandoned the Spa lding
theory and considered it both absurd and an embarrassment to the
ca use of anti-Mormonism.
94. Ibid.
95. Ibid.
96. See Jerald and Sandra Tanner, Did Sl'f~ltlillg Writ!: the Book of Mormon? (Salt Lake
City: Utah Lighth ouse Ministry, 1977).
97. S~, for example. Brodit', No Miln Knows My History,
98. 5« TIll": Maze of Mormonism ( 1962) , 18}.
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Once committed to the Spalding explanation of the Book of
Mormon, Martin refused 10 give it up no matter how weak it turned
out to be. 99 A glanci.· at the bibliography appended to TlJe Maze of
Mormol1iSl1z l OO reveals that he drew from a sma ll sampling of anti Mormon literature. Where the bibliography actually lists some scholarly source (after others look over the task of ed it ing, correcting, and
expand ing his wrilings ),101 Ma rt in seems not to have understood or
even d rawn upon these sources. It appears unlikely that he even mastered the literature to which he appealed.
By 1978 Martin boldly proclaimed th at part of Spalding's novel,
in Spalding's own handwrit ing, has evidently resurfaced!
Twelve pages of manuscript writing has [sic[ been examined
by careful hand -writing analysis and attested to be in the
handwriting of Solomon Spa lding himself, and is [sic[ a
word-for-word portio II of TI, e Book of Mormon! The bitte r
irony 10 the Mormon Church is that these pages have been
preserved all these years by the Mormon Church itself as a
portion of the original Book of Mormotl. 102
This ta lc turned out to be pure fiction. Neither Martin nor those
on whom he relied could expla in how twelve pages of the origina l
manuscript of the Book of Mormon cou ld have been in the handwri ting of Solomon Spalding. Two of the three handwr it ing "experts"
hired fo r their " testimony " by Martin's associates backed dow n as
soon as they realized the mess they had gotten themselves into. The
third had only offered a kind of preliminary assessment. It was
Sandra and Jerald ' 1 ~1nne r, well -known anti -Mormons, who sorted
out these matters and exposed the fraudulent ideas bei ng advanced
by Martin and his associates. 103
Ra ther than apologizing for or expla ining this "discovery,"
Mart in instead boasted that the matter had been settled with th e
99. See ibid.• 57-60.
100. Se<' ibid .. 182-85.
10 1. Hence one can see refinement s in the 1978 editi o n of Tlrt: Muze of Mo nli Oll i$ll1.
T hose who assisted him knew Ihl' Mo rmo n sourcf.'S beUl'r Ih~n he did.
102 . The M azeol M ortlum;S III ( 1978). 6 1.
103. See T~ nne r and T~nn(f. /)i( / Spuhlill;.! Wril( III ~ 8<wk oj" M"rtlJO u?

supposed detec tion of Spald ing's handwriting on twelw pages of the
orig inal manuscript of the Book ofMormon. J04 But this fraudu lent
episode was not induded in the 1985 o r 1997 editions of The Killg~
dom of the Cli lts; in fact, Martin made no mention of the twelve
pages afte r the Tan ners began to take the wholl' Ihe Ihing apa rt.
There we re no explanations, no apologies, not hing. He simp ly
dropped the matter and went on as if nothing had happened.
Saving a Mentor
Rob Bowma n, a fo rm er assoc iate of Walte r Mar tin, claims that
"Mo rmons frequently argue that Joseph Smith could not have writ~
ten the Book of Mo rmo n himself."JOS (The ir actual belief is that no
one in 1830 could have written the Book of Mo rmon. ) Bowman fur~
ther notes that "some wri ters have argued that loseph Smith plagiarized most of the Book of Mo rmon from a novel by Solomon
Spalding, a long with passages of the Bible." t06 This was, of course,
more or less the position Walte r Martin adva nced in h is an li ~
Mormon essays.
Bowma n further points out that this position "has bee n argued
most vigorously by Wayne Cowdrey, Howard A. Davis, and Donald R.
Scales,"107 whose work (sponsored by Martin) tu rned out to be bOlh
flawed and fraudulen t, though Bowman neglects to mention this
fact. Bowman senses the problems presented by Ma rtin's con tinued
reliance on the Spalding theory. However. at the time Bowman wrote
these remarks he was employed by the CRI. Whatever his own views,
Bowman simply co uld not brush aside the Spalding theory without
causing embarrassment to Martin and harming the business interests
of his employer. But to his cred it , Bowman maintained a measure of
independen ce from his employer when he wrote: "Whi le in this
writer's opin ion there are serious problems with this [S palding ]
104. 5<.'e 1"Iu: Maze of ,\-1{Jrm{Ju;sm ( I 978), 6()....M.
105. Rohert M. Bo ...... mun, " H ow Mormuns Au: Dc(.' nliin ): lhe Book o f Mormon," CR/
jounw/ (summer t98 9): 2'1.

106. Ibid.
107.

Book IIf

H(l ...... ard

A.

j"'l"rmmr~

Davis, Donald R. Scales, and Wa)'ue L. Cowdrey, WIN> Really Wrore rile
(Sarlla Aua, Cllif.: Visio n linuSI.', 1977).
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theo ry as a complete explana tion of the book's origin, it is plausible
tha t Joseph Smith did gel ideas or even material directly or indirectly
from one or another manuscript by Spalding." Plausible? How so?
Bowman neglected to explain how such a thing could happen, give n
the weaknesses in the Spalding theo ry.
Is it possible tha t Bowman and Martin did not see how the
Spalding theo ry could not be even par t of the explanat ion of the
Book of Mo rmon, o nce its weaknesses are taken seriously? Tho ugh
Ma rtin cited Fawn Brodie with approval, he never se riously confron led he r effort to show that the Spald ing theory was incohe rent.
The CRI and the Relig ious Informa tion Network (R IN) are bo th
stuck with the Spald ing theo ry-they cannot brush it aside. To jett ison it now would demonst rate a very serious flaw in the ideology of
the deceased cult master they cont inue to serve.
Many anti-Mormons, led by Sandra and Jerald Tanner, fl atly re jec t the Spa lding theory, which has become an emba rrassment for
anti-Mormonism. By insisting on the theory, Martin demonstrated
tha t he was badly info rmed or perhaps incompetent. One wonders if
either Bi ll McKeever or Kurt Van Gorden, who edited the 1997 edi tion of The Kingdom of the Cults, would care to defe nd Martin's views
on the Spalding theory. If not, then why did they retain th is explanation in the chapter attacking Latter-day Saints in the most recent edition of The Kingdom of the C/lltsr
When M istakes Arc Made
Martin once commented on having been informed that he had
made a m istake. In a talk entitled "The Maze of Mormonis m," he begall by boasting that he had made it his " business so much as is humanly possible to know wha t they [the cultists] know as well as they
know it. Ot herwise I don't think it's fair to represent them wi thou t
hav ing knowledge of what they teach."108 And then he added a hypothetical remark, indicating that if he ever made "a mis take" of some

lOS. "The Male of Mormonism," a tran script of an undated talk found in SpeCial
CQllections at the Harold B. Lee Library at Brij:!halll Young University (MSS SC 957). The
pa~age quoted is found on p. 36 of thi s transcript.
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sort, "nothing is lost by saying" that he had made "the mistake as
long as you're honest enough to correc t it. And if I have made mistakes, I am willing to co rrect them."I09
Would Martin actually acknowledge that he had made a mistake?
"Mormons have written and said you I meaning MartinI made a mistake in your pamphlet on such and such a page. We checked it out
and found out the printer had put down the wrong book, we
changed it. With apologies." With apologies to whom? And whom
did he blame for the mistakes that he was forced to correct? The
printer. "But that's not our fault," he protested. "That happens to be
the fault of the people who set the type and it wasn't caught in proofreading. But you can't help things like this when you go into print.
I've made mistakes before, I'll make them again. But never on factual
data in reference to what they really believe."IIQ
Are we really to believe that a typesetter just put things into
Martin's essays that were not in his manuscripts? Typesetters are in
the business of fo llowing copy, not creating new material. And
Martin was the editor of the series in which his booklets and books
appeared. It was his responsibility as both author and editor to see to
it that his essays did not have these mistakes. Whose fault was it when
Martin promoted his "proof" that Solomon Spalding's handwriting
had turned up on twelve pages of the original manuscript of the
Book of Mormon? Where was the apology from Martin (o r one of
his edito rs or anyone at CRt) for having promoted what amounts to
fraud? When did Martin ever once specifically acknowledge or
apologize for any of the host of mistakes he made in his various at~
tacks on the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints?lrI
]09. Ibid" 36.
110. Ibid., 37.
Ill . Readers may wonde r if I have ever made a mistake in something I have published.
[ have.] take full responsibility for even typographical mistakes. One recent instance involved confusing Robert Morey and SIeve Van Na\t3n. both anli·Mormon publicists. See
Midgley, ~Anti · Mormonism and the Newfangled Counlercult Culture," 316 n . ]23. The
offending semence shol.lld actually begin HVan Natlan boasts" rather Ihan ~ Morey boasts."
The contents of this note shou ld refer to Van Nattan rather than Morey. Later in this essay
I again replaced Van Naltan's name with Morey·s. Ibid .. 331. It \'I'as Van Nallan who
claimed Ihal Mormoni,m is "a damnable heresy from the toilet of hdl" and so forth . and

Assa ult ing the "Mormon Menace"
The oldest item in Martin's arsenal of anti -Mormon essays is a
br ief chapte r enti tled "The Growt h of the Mormon Menace," which
he included in 1955 in The Rise of tile Cults. III In 1957 Marti n turned
this brief essay into a thirty-two-page bookIet entitled Mormotiism. 113
"The Growth of the Mormon Menace," wh ich is marred with the
same kind of errors I noticed when I first encountered The Maze of
Mormonism, was republished four more times between 1957 and
1983. 114 Only the last version of this essay contains sign ificant add itions. But the editorial changes and additions to "The Growth of the
Mormon Menace" tur n ou t to be important. They illust rate Martin's
effort to explain-or his inability to explain-the authorship of the
Book of Mormon.
In Martin's apparent fi rst venture into anti-Mo rmonism, he insisted tha t "Mo rmonism denies the authority o f the Bible and ...
fl atl y contradicts the very Saviour they [sic] profess to believe in. The
Bible clearly teaches that it ... is the sale aut hority for faith and
mora ls, but Mormons equate the Book of Mormon with the Bible
despite the fac t that it has been proved a gigant ic fraud and plagiarism on the part of Smith and J-larris."11 5 Proved? By who m? How?

not Morey. [ apologize to Van Nallan for not giving him full w ... dit for his o pinions (and
10 Morey for pinning Vdn Nallan's on him).
112. See ~The Growth of the Mormon Menace," in Walter Martin, 111e Rise of Ihe CU/IS
(G rand Rapids, Mich.: Zondervan, 19S5), 46-S6.
ID. This boo klet was reprinted eighteen times between 1957 and 1975, wi th occasional slight corrections.
114 . Marlin, "The Growth of the Mo rmon Menace,~ in The Rise of Ihe CullS; An
Imro,/ucrioll 10 Non-ChriSliuli CU/IS (G rand Rapids, Mi ch.: Zondervm, (957),46-56. [n
thi s version a footnote was added o n p. 5S. The essay was republished wilh a change in
the title of the book to Tile Rise of Ille CullS; All IlIIroduc/t)ry Guide 10 .'JolI-CllriSlirlll CUItI,
rev. and enl. (Gra nd R,lpids, Mich.: Zondervan, 1963), 46-56. This cssay was again
reprinted in 198 1, with ;t differenl litle, modcst updating, and minor corrections, bUI Ihe
book was now givl"rl a somewhat different title. See Ma rtin, ~The Mormon Maze,~ in Rise
of IIIe ellll$: A Q llick Guide /(! Ille ('II/IS, rev. Jnd updated (Santa An.l, Calif.: Vision Ho use.
1981), 6J-74. It appeared once more in an .-"panded version as "The Maze of Mormonism," in Marlill SI'Cdks Oul 0" IIII' GU/IS (Vcnl ura, C<llif. Vision BouS(, 1983), 47-6S.
liS. ~The Growlh of the Mormon /l.knacc·· (19SS), 53.
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And Harris-Martin Harris? Walter Martin began his anti· Mormon
career by offering only a bald, unexplained, unsupported assertionhis typical means of presentation. Instead of fa shion ing an argument
with evidence to support it, Martin garbled something he had borrowed from earlier accounts of the Church of Jesu s Christ of Latterday Sa ints.
In 1957, Martin changed the earlier quoted sentence to read as
follows: "fraud and plagiarism on the part of Smith and his cohort,
Sidney Rigdon."116 So it was not Martin Harris but Sidney Rigdon
who was involved in "gigantic fraud and plagiarism."! 11 Once again
Martin did not offer support for his claim, and elsewhere in his essay
he continued to describe Martin Harris as "Smith's cohort." Then in
1981, Martin (or perhaps an associate) removed the name of Sidney
Rigdon and replaced it with the more ambiguous "Smith and his cohort."118 But the only cohort that Martin mentioned by name in this
essay was Martin Harris. Why the change?
The Spalding Theory Reappears
In 1983 Martin introduced into the last redaction of "The
Growth of the Mormon Menace"~which now had oddly been given
the same name as a book he published in 1962 (a nd again in
1978)1I9_a version of the old Spalding theory. In one place in his
essay he describes the Book of Mormon as "a purloined novel in
disguise."120 In another place in this version of the essay, he asserted
that "in actuality, Joseph Smith, Jr., most probably developed Mor116. Ibid. ( 1957 and 196J). SJ. ln every version of this essay Martin Harris is elsewhere idenlified as "Smith's cohort in the preparation of this giga ntic hoax.* Ibid. (1955.
1957,1963), 50; ~The Mormon Ma1,e» ( 1981). 67; d. "The Maze of Mormonism~ ( 1983 ),
56.
117. Martin was fond of asserting that one would do well to avoid accepting Qthe
n
jumbled hodgepodge of polyglot plagiarisms that is the Book of Mormon. See Mormonism (1 957 ), 16. In 1976 he merely referred to Qthe pseudo-revelation that is the Book

ofMormoll."
H

118. "The Mormon Mau ( 1981 ),7 1.
119. That is. '/1u~ MuzllofMormollism (1962 and 1978).
120. "The Maze of Mormonism" (1983 ), 57.
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monism from using a stole n and plagiarized novel written by
Solomo n Spalding an d stole n from him by Sidney Rigdon." Martin
then added that he believed that "it is Spal ding's unp ublished novel
Manuscript Found which is almost certainly the basis fo r the Book of
Mormon."121 By 198 1, the Spaldi ng explana tion of the Book of Mormon had finally overtly surfaced in this redaction of this essay but
without any attempt to set it forth in any deta il or to defend it.
Martin's expressions like "almost certainly" and " most probably"
imply hesitation rather tha n certainty. Instead of providing evidence,
Martin sent his reade rs to The Maze of Mormonism and Who Really
Wrote tile Book of Mormon? to support his argument. 112
The va rious ve rsions of "The Grow th of the Mo rmon Menace"
lacked a cohe rent argu ment and ev idence to support Marti n's bald
assert ions; one fi nds, instead, much co nfident opining. Martin's attack on the ch urch in "The Growth of the Mormon Menace" was
ma rginall y improved by 1983, bu t it seems odd that Martin insisted
on republishing over a span of twen ty-eight years an essay laced with
mistakes and lacking reasoned arguments and analysis.
But gross mistakes arc not the most irri tati ng feature of "The
Growth of the Mormon Menace." Despi te Ma rl in's adm issio n that
what Latter-day Sa in ts believe appea rs "like a declaration of orthodox
theology," he maintained tha t such stateme nts constitute "a del iberate attempt to deceive the naive into believing that Mormonism is a
Christ ian rel igion, which it is not in any sense of the term."123 This
cla im, like many others, was repeated over and over again in The
Maze of Mormonism in 1962.
\-Vhen Latter-day Sa in ts affirm that Jesus of Nazareth is for them
the Messia h or Christ and insis t that he is their Lord and Savio r, are
they not Chr istians in evangelical te rms? Martin always insisted that
they are not
-._._12 J. Ibid., 64 n. I.
122. SCI' Davis 1'1 aI., Wlto R«IlIy W",I(: (lie Hook (If Marmon?
123. "The Maze of Mormonism" ( 19SJ ), 52. This language is found in every version of
this essay.
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Confusion over the Trinity
In each version of "The Growth of the Mormon Menace," Martin
insisted that "Mormons deny the Scriptu ral doctrine of [he Trinity
and the Deity of the Lord Jesus C hri st."12~ In making these charges>
he clearly begs the crucial questions by merely assum ing that his understanding of what he calls the Trinity is taught in the Bible. But it
turns out that his notion of the Godhead was dependent on the language of the ecumenical creeds and not the Bible.
How did Martin understand the Trinity? Tn a 1962 essay, he ad mitted that "no man can fully explain the Trinity, th ough in every age
scholars have propounded theories and advanced hypotheses to explore this mysterious biblical teaching. But despite the worthy efforts
of these scholars, the Trinity is still largely incomprehensible to the
mind of man."1 25 He accuses the Latter-day Sai nts of not subscribing
to what he admits is speculative and mysterious to the point of being
largely incomprehensible. But if the teaching about the Trinity is cru cial for authentic faith (and denied by Latter-day Saints), can Martin
himself clearly art iculate this teaching? He cannot. And why? " Perhaps the chief reason for this [the inability of theologians to set forth
a coherent understanding of the Trinity> according to Martin J is that
the Trinity is a-logical or beyond logic. It, therefore, can not be made
subject to human reason or logic."1 26 If this is true, how can it be determined if someone is affirming or denying it? It must have some
rational structure and meaning for that judgment to occur.
Yet Martin also claims that within the Bible "we fmd the remarkable evidence for the Trinity in the Christian faith."1 27 What he draws
upon as evidence in the Bible for the Trinity is language that shows
the pl urality of divine beings, each known by the sin gula r title God.
Here he is certainly on the righ t track. The word trinity does not
mean "one" but "three." The early Saints referred to the divinit y of
124. Ibid., 60.
125. W31 ter Martin, "God in Three Persons. in Essential C hriSfianity: A Handbook of
Bluic Christimr DoClrinf5 (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Zondervan, 1962 ), 13.
126. Ibid.
127. Ibid.
H
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the Father, Son, and Holy Sp ir it. But they faced Jews, those coming
from a philosophical cultu re, and eventually Islamic critics, who insisted on the exis tence of only one God and not three distinct beings,
each of whom can be called God. These folks mocked Christians for
what they considered polytheism. Christian thi nkers were thus faced
with the problem of explaining how Jesus of Nazareth could be the
Son of God (and also thereby in the full sense God) and still be distinct from his Father, while holding that there is one God. How exactly was Jesus one with his Fathe r and yet distinct from him in crucial ways?
Early in his ca reer, Martin tried to respond to this question. He
declared that "within the unity of the one Deity are three separate
Pe rsons co-equal in power, nature and ete rn ity."128 But the Bible does
not refer to Father, Son, and Holy Spirit as "pe rsons." This language
was emp loyed by theologians who were working with Greek philosophical categories, wh ich eventually got placed in the ecumenica l
creeds. Furthermore, the Bible also docs not dea l with "nature" as a
category with which to describe or understand divine things. Martin's point is that language in the Bible suggests- or dema ndsplu ral ity in the Godhead. On Ihis, of course, he is righ t. He fails,
however, to notice when he uses categories fo reign to the Bible.
Martin then quotes passages from the Bible to demonstrate the
existence of three distinct beings in the Godhead. For example, he
quotes from Genes is: "And God said, Let us make man in our image,
after our like ness" (Genesis 1:26).129 I-Ie denies that th is conversation
took place with angels or that God was ta lking to hi mself. At this
point, Latte r-day Saints may feel that Martin's position resembles
theirs. I-Ie then tries to accomplish what ot hers have been unable to
achieve- to expla in how three distinct, separate beings can be understood as one. He does this by pointing out that
jf the United States should be attacked by a foreign power,
everyone would " rise as one" to the defense of the country.

128. Ibid., IS.
129. Ibid.
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Yet no one would say that everyone had instantaneously become "one person." Rather, we would be one in a composite
unit y, one in purpose or will to work towa rd a common
goal. 13O
I rather like this anal ogy. Martin seems to have stumbled onto
the right answer to his question. But he was not satisfied with the
idea that three separate beings can be one in the way Jesus is one with
his Father and in the sa me way that his followers are urged to be one
with him-that is, in power, authori ty, purpose, and mora l disposi tion (see John 17:20-23). In stead, he was stuck with defending the
language of the creeds and the specu lation of theologians.
Ma rtin then moves beyond his origi nal analogy and claims that
the Bible also contains language affirming that "the doctrine of the
Trinity of God was far above the idea of mere agreement of will or
goa l; it is a unity of the basic scrip tural nature of substan ce, and
Deity is that substance."1 31 But this, of course, is nonsense~no pas sages in the Bible employ such concepts or categories. Martin instead
uses and defends catego ries drawn from the literature of pagan phi 10sophy.l32 Martin provides a clumsy summary of what va rious unnamed theologians thought the creedal language might possibly
mean. These unnamed "scholars have propou nded theories and advanced hypotheses," according to Martin, in an atlempt to explain
what it means for three distinct beings to share one essence, nature,
or substance.
Why must we co nsult third- and fourth- century theolog ian s
concerning the mysteries of God rather than go directly to the Bible?
According to Martin, the reason is that Christia ns quarreled about
these matters. He claims that "no other doctr ine was the subject of
such con troversy in the early church as the doctr ine of the Trinity."
The idea that God is three separate persons in one subs tance is
130. Ibid., 16.
131. Ibid .. 16-17.
132. Sec ibid .• 17. Martin indulged in a bit or proof texting presumably to support his
claim. He cited John 4:24, butlhtre is no mention of substa nce or essence in this passage,
merely that God is spirit.
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clearly not taught in the Bible. Martin admitted that only later "did a
sys tematic doctrine of the Trinity emerge,"1J3 thus recognizing that
the sophist icated theological fo rmu lations of the Trinity were a product of fierce controversy. The ea rty Christians could not have foreseen what the third- and fourth-century theologians would place in
the creeds. It was only later that apostate Christianit y ca me to teach
one or more versions of what Mar tin called "a systematic doctrine of
the Trinity." "But the Christian doctrine of the Trinity," acco rding to
Martin, "did not 'begi n' at the Counc il of Nicaea nor was it derived
from 'pagan inOuences."'134 This was his typ ica l way of arguing: He
simply presented his own opinion and moved on as if his asse rt ion
settled the matter.
However, Martin tried to o ffer a rational explana tion of the
Trinity as taught in the creeds, at least as he understood them. "God
is one in Nature yet three in Person and manifestation."l3s This might
be a ve rsion of what is called modalism or Sabellia nism-an ea rly
heresy claiming that there is really only one God and that it presents
or manifests itself in severa l modes (that is, as Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit). Could this be what Martin was referring to? He actual!y provi ded an analogy to exp lain his understand in g of the Tri nity that
suggests a version of moda lism. "Even as water which may be converted into ice or steam is one in Nature though three in form, so
also God is capable of being and doing what the mind of man cannot
falhom."I )/:> Is Marti n saying that God ca n man ifest itself in three
modes as Fathe r, Son, or Holy Spirit? Ma rtin mentioned that "in the
world of chemistry it is perfectly possible for a substa nce to simultaneollsly exist in three separate and distinct forms yet remain basically
one in structu re or nature."137 His ana logy hinted a1 the Sabetlian
heresy by seeming to deny the separate, distinct reality of Fa ther, Son,
and Holy Spirit , but h is imprecise language makes it difficult to tell

--------133.
13·1.
135.
136.
137.

Ibid., 13.
Ibid.. 14- 15.
Ibid.. 19.
Ihid.
Ibid.
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exactly what he was trying to say. T his. however. is a commo n prob·
lem when preachers attempt to explain the language of the creeds or
the speculation of theologians.
The word trinity was adopted long after the apostles had passed
on as a way of identify ing the Father, Son. and Holy Spiri t as sepa·
rate. divine be ings o r "persons." Latter·day Sa ints. however. are not
impressed by the confused and confus ing language of the creeds or
interes ted in the speculations of theologians on the Trinity. The
Saints do no t deny that the Fathe r, Son. and Holy Sp irit are one in
power, au thority, purpose, and mo ral disposition bu t not in sub~
stance, essence, being, or nature. The latter terms , despite Martin's
denials, were clearly borrowed from pagan philosophy.
Martin moreover insists that "Mo rmon ism denies the authority
of the Bible." J38 He seems to have had two rather d istin ct issues in
m in d when he made such assert ions. 139 First. he claims that Latter~
day Sai nts do nOt accept the teach ings found in the Bible. What he
should have said is that the Saints do not understand the Bible in the
same way he did. Second, he also implies that the Saints do not limit
the word of God to the Bible or to the interpretations popular among
a la te twentieth -century faction of Protestants. What he should have
said is that Latter-day Sai nts do not acce pt his interpretation of the
Bible or believe that it contains all of God's word. But rejecti ng all or
part of his interpretat ion ha rdly amounts to reject ing the Bible itself,
unless he believed that his interpretations were inerrant or infall ible.
In addition, Marti n inaccurately concludes that "the Bible clearly
teaches that it , . . is the sale authority for faith and morals ."140 This
unwarranted claim was necessary in orde r fo r Mar tin to slam the
door shut on any additional divine spec ial revelat ion that m ight add
to our knowledge of div ine things beyond his brand of Christianity.
However, he can provide nothi ng more than a few clumsy proof texts
to support such a stance. Why? No biblica l author had anything to
138. "Th~ Growth of the Mo rmon Menace" (1955), 53.
139. For similar language, see his Mormonism ( 1957).27, 19.
140. Ibid. ~Thl." Bo()k of Mormon, th~n, stands as a chaJl~nge to the Bibl~ because it
adds to th ~ Word of God and to his one r~vclation.~ Tht Kingdom of till: Culrs ( 1965), 17 1.
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say abou t such a collection as itself-the Bible simply did not exist at
the time they wrote. Marti n believes an open ca non is forb idde n by
the Bible, but obvio usly the ca non rema ined open whi le the individual texts were be ing written. Ma rti n co nt inues to insist. rat her,
that God ca nnot poss ibly reveal anything outs ide the co nfi nes of his
interpreta ti on of the Bible. and he wants to attribute this dogma to
the Bible itself.
Co nfusion over Redemption
In 1962 Marti n wro te an essay in which he add ressed the question "Why did Ch rist d i e?"!~' An obvious answe r might be th at he
died because he was beaten , dragged throug h the streets of Jeru salem, stabbed, and then nailed on a tree and left to bleed to deat h.
But this is not what Martin was askin g. Put another way. Ma rtin asks.
"What does the atonement really mea n?"142 He briefl y traces the Old
Testament backgro und of the New Testament teachi ng that Jesus was
the Lamb of God whose sacrifice would take away the si ns of ma nkind. But Marti n does not explain why such a sacrifice was necessary.
An orthodox Jew o r a Musli m mi gh t ins ist that God is sufficiently
powerfu l to save whomever he feels incl ined to save. Why was a sacrific ial death o f the Son of God somehow necessa ry? Mart in simply
skirts this question and proceeds to other issues.
Ma rt in also wonders whether the atone men t was limited or universal. Considerable controversy about this ma tter exists among warring fact ions of eva ngelicals. "O ne lea d ing school of thought," according to Martin. "has always mainta ined that Ch rist d ied and shed
His blood only for those whom God chose to be redeemed. This view,
co mmonty known as Ca lvin's 'lim ited atoneme nt: has many supporters." 1~ 3 According to this notion o f a "limited ato nement," the death
of Jesus is effectual on ly for those already predestined at the moment
of creation for salva tion. Martin seems opposed to th is view. bu t it is
loll. 5« Mar lin. ~Chri sl Died for
142. Ibid.
143. Ihid .• 44 .

Us.~
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hard to determine exactl y where he stood on predestination and
limited atonement since he said nothing about a universal atonement
and did not clarify whether his views were Arminian or Calvinist.
Without identifying exactly for whom Jesus died-that is,
whether he died only for those already saved by God or for those
who might eventually come to trust in him as Lord and SaviorMartin held that his death was vica rious (or subs titutionary), to use
the common Protestant vernacular. Beyond thi s, Martin was unclear
about the atonement. "Although the heart of the atonement is its vicarious (su bstitutiona ry) nature. other aspects of it may enlarge
upon its relationship to the entire plan of God."I« This assertion is
very confusing. Be that as it may, by "subst itutionary" Martin seems
to have meant that Jesus somehow took our place and did something
we cou ld not do for ourselves. However, he is not clear about why
this was necessary. Hence, instead of offering an answer to this question on the atonement. Martin merely reports that "through church
history. theologians have tried to explain the ramifications of our
Lord 's sacrifice,"I~s presumably meaning that they have tried and
more or less failed.
Martin briefly summarizes theological spec ulation about the
atonement. prefacing his su rvey with the assertion that "it is not
wrong to theorize"146 as long as such "speculation and theorizing"
does not directly contradict what is expressly set forth in the Bible.
After his review. Martin co ncludes that "while none of the theories of
the atonement then are complete in themselves. each contains some
truth ."1~7 He mentions that "the various theories of the atonement
(ra nsom to Satan, recapitulation. satisfaction. moral influence, example. governmental. penal, mystical. etc_) make definite co ntribution to the idea of atonement but by themselves do not deal with the
basic issue of man's alienation from God and the necess ity of vicarious reconciliation_"148

'44.
145.
146.
147.
148.

Ibid., 47.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.,50.
Ibid.,H.
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One might assume that Martin wou ld have rejected the idea that
the death of Jesus Christ merely fu nctioned as a way of reveal ing "the
love of God fo r the fallen race" in o rder to influence sinners to rise
above the ir own fai lures by following Chr ist's example. 149 He notes
that this theory of the atonement "assume[d) that the human will is
capable of response to the moral influence of God despite the curse
o f sin."I 5O At th is poi nt. Martin argues that "the energizing of the
Holy Spirit th rough grace alone makes possible the volitio nal act of
an individual whereby he comes into a sav ing relationsh ip with the
Lord Jesus Ch rist."1 51
So it appears that eve ry explanation of the atonement con tained
something ins ightful, even if none of them provided a satisfactory
answer to Martin's question, "Exactly why did Jesus die?" The only
th ing Martin insisted on was the code la nguage "grace alone."1 52
However, he was unable to expla in how that slogan related to any of
the theor ies of the atonement that he reviewed. Martin further
demons trated an unwi ll ingness to address the ques tion of whether
the atonement is strictly limited because of predest ination (the Cal vinist stance) or universal and hence access ible in principle to anyone
who comes to have fai th in Jesus as Lord and Savior (the Armin ian
position). Martin also judiciously says nothing about the role of faith
in draw ing on the sav ing power of the sac ri ficial death of Jesus
Christ. an issue that deeply divides evangelicals into warring camps.
When Martin addressed the beliefs of Latter-day Saints, he in sisted that "the Mormon Ch urch denies emphat ically the great and
true Biblical doctrine of justificat ion before God on the basis of faith
alone."ISJ Bu t the expression faith alone (or grace alone or Bible alone )
is little more than an evangelical cliche. Ma rt in's assertion thus
amounted to his op inion that " the Mormon doctrine of the atonement

149. Ibid., 49.

150. Ibid.
15 1. Ibid . "'10 assume that fall en man is capa ble of being successrull y influenced apart
rrom the gra ce of Cod is pah.'nll y an'i - bibJk~L" Ibid.
152. Ibid .• 43, 49.
153. "The Cwwth of th e Mormon Mcnacc:,~ 54.
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of Ch rist [which he neglects to set forth] is a far differe n t one from
that revealed in the Bible."154 He was anything but dear about New
Testament teaching on the atonement, other than asser ting tha t it
was vicarious (or substitutionary). Was he any better at sett ing forth
what is taught in the Book of Mormon?
In order to support his attack on the Latter-day Saint under standing of the atonement, Martin would have had to describe in a
comprehensive way exactly what is taught in the Book of Mormon
on the reconcil iation of human beings to God th rough the life, death,
and resurrection of the Holy One of Israel. T hen he would have had
to compa re this with what he believed was taught in the New
Testament. He never did this. Instead, he argued by what amounts to
bald assertion. Then he changed the subject, leaving the impression
that his op inion settled some issue. Or he made unseemly remarks
like the follow ing: "Mormon mythology ... teaches that all the
atonement purchased for man was a 'resurrection,' an ea rthly pa radise with the prospect of everlasting fe rtility and connubial bliss in
the tradition of King Solomon's harem."1 55
T he fac t is that the Book of Mormon , like the New Testament,
dearly teaches that the atonement makes possible the resurrect ion of
all mankind. The atonement involves more than the sacrificial death
of Jesus; it also involves his resurrection, which ensures the resurrection of all mankind. But the redemptive sacrifice of Jesus Christ further makes possible. on certain condit ions, a liberation from sin
th rough divine mercy. These conditions include the necessity ofhaving faith, repen ting of sin, being baptized (showing publicly that one
has taken upo n oneself the name of Christ), keeping the commandments, and enduring to the end. Of course, the very momen t one has
faith, one is forg iven by God. But il is easy to fa U from grace. thereby
necessitating further repen tance.
Martin was mistaken in his notion that Latter-day Saints believe
Ihat the redemptive sacrifice of Jesus only secures resurrection. Even
a glance at the Book of Mormon reveals the stress its prophetic
154. Ibid,
155. Ibid,
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teachin gs place on the absolute necessity of divine mercy and forgiveness of sin by the Holy One of Israel. Martin merely excerpted
some language to make it appear that the Saints deny the necessity of
divine mercy. fo rgiveness. o r grace. However. Latter-day Sai nts believe that the atonement makes poss ible the resur rection of the dead
and also the forgiveness of sin. I believe that most evangelicals hold a
somewhat similar view on these issues, even when they cannot explain why Jesus had to die in order for a sinner to be reconciled to
God.
Misconstruing the Book of Mormon
Martin's garbled version of Latter-day Sai nt bel iefs conce rning
the atonement raises the question of just how well he understood the
Book of Mormon. It is obvious that he started out with a passion to
show it was not an authentic divine special revelation. But had he
read it ca refu lly or even curso rily?
The first printing ( 1957) of his booklet entitled Mormorlism contained a brief, fanciful descr iption of the contents of the Book of
Mormon. Martin claimed that, "according to Mormon teaching, The
Book of Mormon is an historical outline of the activities of a race of
people called Jaredites."I56 He further added that
the Ja redites allegedly set foot in America somewhere in the
neighborhood of 600 D.C. and not too long thereafte r d ivided into two tr ibes. the Neph ites and Lama nites. who
promptly went to war with each other and kept up a sort of
running battle until the year A.D. 385, when according to The
BookofMormoll, somewhere in the vicini ly ofCumorah in
Palmyra, New York, the Laman ites almost completely destroyed the Nephites., s7
J won der how Martin could make so many mistakes while claiming
he had read the Book of Mormon .

156.
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Instead of focusing on the prophetic teachings found in the Book
of Mormon, Mart in was anx ious to discredit it as history. But even
in that attempt he made the sa me mistakes as he did in attempting
to exp lain the con tents of the book. For examp le, he clai med that
"Mormon was a direct descendan t of Levi [sic] the founder o f the
Nephites and Mormon's so n, Moroni."l5a He also liked to point out
what he considered plagiarisms in the Book of Mormon. "One of
these plag iarisms, which is most embarrassing to the Mormon concept of divine revelation where Th e Book of Mormon is concerned. is
fo und in 3d Levi [sic], chapter 11. verses 27 and 36."159 In so doing,
he managed [0 confuse Neph i with "Lev i." This kind of mistake takes
a certain skill.
Ma rtin made these erro rs both in items he published (ironically,
at a press where he served as ed itor) and espec ially in his public addresses. In his performances. hi s considerable, though unwarranted,
confidence and inventiveness were allowed free rein. T hat tapes of his
talks are still being sold is an ind ication of the lack of probity and intellectual acumen of portions of the countercult industry.
Claiming Support from a Book That Did Not Exist
In addition to being co nfused whe n he described the contents of
the Book of Mo rmon, Martin frequently deceived his audiences by
referring them to a book he had supposedly written in coll aboration
with someone else and which was about to be published (or had already been published ), but that book did not appear in pr in t until
1962. Herein is a story worthy of some attention.
As far back as 1955 and then again in 1957, Martin claimed that
he and Reverend Norman H. Klann,l60 with whom he had previously
158. Ibid .• 15.
159. Ibid. At least by 1976, eit her Martin (or one of his ass istants) had corrected this
blunder by inserting l.ehi and also Nephi wh ere ~l.evi· had originally appeared in both
con texts.
160. Described by Marti n in his '1111: Rj~eoflht Culu ( 1955).5, as a ~colleaguet with an
additional comment on a comprehe nsive work they were jointl y undertak ing on
Mormonism. Reverend Klann ra n th e Second Baptist Church in Unio n City, New Jersey.
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published a booklet on the Jehovah's Witnesses,161 would soon pub[ish an importan t book e ntitled The Maze of Mormonism . He the n
cited th is book as having bee n published, with K[ann as his collaborator, But it was another five years before this book actually appeared
in pr int- without K[ann's name as coauthor. This is puzzl ing. Why
the delay? Why was Klan n's name removed as coauthor? Exactly what
ro[e did K[an n play in the product ion of this book? Was Martin, perha ps, wo rki ng with materials provided or fash ioned by someone else?
In "The Growth of the Mormo n Menace" (1955), Ma rtin insisted
that "it wou ld be possible [fo r him] to enumerate ma ny, many more
differen ces between orthodox Chris tiani ty a nd the theology of
Mormonism, but," he then claimed , "these are all discussed in a book
to be released early in 1956."162 Martin d id not say tha t these su pposed differences "will be" discussed, but that they "are all" discussed.
The footnote to this statemen t reads as follows: "Walter R, Mar tin,
and Norman H. K[ann, The Ma ze of Mormonism (G rand Rapids:
Zonde rvan Publ ishing House, 1956.)"163 In actua lity, The Maze of
Mormonism was not yet publ ished in 1956; it firs t appeared in 1962,
without a coauthor.
In the 1957 and 1963 versions of "The Grow th of the Mormon
Menace," Martin used exactly the same language in that note, But by
1962 The Maze of Mormonism had been published and the name of
Klann re movedY,4 In another book tha t appeared in 1956, Ma rt in
claimed that the revelat ions given to Joseph Smith "have been thoroughly evaluated [no t analyzed] in the Book, 'T he Maze of Mormonism' [sic] wri tte n by the author in collaboration with the Rev.
Norman H. Klann (Zondervan Publish ing House), due for release in
1957."165
161. Sec Waher Martin und Norman H. Klann, /ehovull IIfthe lVarchlPwa (New York:
BiblicalTrulh Pub. Socicty, J 953),
162. "The Growth ofthc Mormon Menacc" (1955),55.
163.

Ibid.,55n.12.

164. In lhe 1983 version of this cssuy, now called "Thc Mormon Ma2t," the footnote
had heen removed Jnd replaced wit h u rderence to how these things were treated by
,\olarlin in his "books The ," laze ufMormonism and Th~ K;"i:(/mn of rhe Cn/IS," with no
mention of which ..dition Ihe reader should consult.
165. Manin, '1'/11.' C/lriSlill/l um/ ,h~ CIIIIS ( 1956),68.
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It would seem tha t Reverend Klann, who had earlier coauthored
two bookle ts with Martin-Jehovah of the Watchtower and The
Christian Science Myth-was in some way involved in the prod uction
of The Maze of Mormonism. It is not dea r either what he contributed
to this book or why his name did not appea r as one of its authors
when The Maze of Mormonism fina lly appeared in 1962. Without access to Martin's papers, if they still exist, it is impossible to determine
exactly how much of The Maze of Mormonism was the work of the
shadowy Klann .
This is not to say tha t there are no obv ious evidences of dual authorship in The Maze of Mormonism. For example, the preface reads:
"The results of our five yea rs of research as found in this book,"I66
wh ich is followed by "we would have been only too happy," and "we
sha ll be most willing to consider,"167 though on the same page there
is a reference to "t he au thor." BU I immediately fo llowing these passages we find "we also feel," "we offer on ly," "our abiding hope," and
"our sincere hope,"lu again possibly implying coauthorship.
These traces of mult iple authorship in the 1962 edition of The
Maze of Mormonism dramatically decrease in the 1978 edition. 169
"We" and "our" have mostly, though not entirely, been replaced by
"I" and "my," as follows: " I would have been," "I relied upon," " I shall
be most wiHing,""! also fee!," " I have made every effort," "my abiding
hope and p rayer,"170 " I therefore offer," and finally "it is my sincere
hope."171 However, remnants of duality occur with "o ur brief previous expose" and "our examination of."m The common editorial "we"
also occurs in one passage whe re a single author might refer to
himself.173

166. The MazeofMurmoni5m ( 1962), 9.
167. Ibid.

168. Ibid., 10.
169. See TI,e Maze a/Mormonism ( 1978 ).
170. The Mazeo/Monnonim' (1962 ), 12.
17 1. Ibid., 13.
172. Ibid" 72.
173. Sec ibid., 24.
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Determining how Martin worked, who helped him, who fashioned the initial drafts o r provided the init ial materials upon which
he relied, and then who revised his essays would help expla in matters
that are otherwise puzzling about wha t appeared under his name.
On Not Knowing the Name of the Church
The 1962 version of The Maze of Mormonism prov ides, often
wo rd for word , the founda tion fo r the chapter in the first ed ition of
The Kingdom of fhe Cults (1965) entitled "Mo rmonism-The Latter
Day [sic] Saints."IH How might this m istake in the name of the
church have gotten into wha t its edito rs now describe as ~t he leading
reference wo rk on the majo r contemporary cult systems"?1 7S The fact
is tha t Martin was unsure of the name of the Church of Jesus Ch ri st
of Latter-day Sa int s whe n he publ ished The Maze of Mormonism in
1962, and he repeated his error in 1965. He incl uded a host of amusing mistakes, some of which were eve ntu ally corrected in subsequent
ed itions.
In the preface to The Maze of Mormon ism (1962), Mart in co ntrasted "the Christian Ch urch,"176 "the historic Christia n position,"177
o r "h istoric Christ ianity,"178 with "the Mormon cult,"I"N o r the "Mormon Chu rch" or "Mo rmo n chu rch."18o The opening words of his fi rst
chapter of The Maze of Mormonism, entitled "Mo rmo nism and the
Verdict of History," are "The Church of Jesus ChriSI Latter Day
Saints."181 In the second paragraph, Mart in clai med that "t he Mormons, as they are most commonly referred la, are divided into two
174. The Kin~dom of/heCl//u ( 1965), 147. In the 1985 edition of The Killgriom of tire
C141u. someone changed the title of chapter 610 read ~Mormo n; sm-The laUer-day
Saints.~ Observa nl readers will have noted the initial confusion in 1965 over the name of
the ChUTCh of kSllS Ch rist of latter-day Saints, which someone eventually corrccled.
175. Sec the dust jacket for Tire Killgr/um uf the CUllS ( 1997).
176. The Mlluof Momumism ( 1962), 7-a.
177. Ibid .• 8.
178. Ibid.
li9. Ibid., 10.
180. Ibid .. 7,9.
18t. Ibid .. 15.
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major groups, The Chu rch of Jesus Christ [ofl Latter Day Sa ints,
Utah, and The Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ Latter Day Sa ints,
with headquarters in Indepe ndence, Missour i."182 Later in this same
chapte r Ma rtin refers to the official founding, on 6 April 1830, of "a
'New Rel igio us Soc ie ty' en titled The Church of Jesus Chris t Latter
Day Sa ints."I83 But th is is a double error, since the name initially used
was the Church of Christ. His m istake has been corrected in late r
ed itions of The Kingdom of the ClIlts.
Jill Rische is either unab le or unw ill ing to expla in any of this,
even though The Maze of Mormonism was her fa ther's primary early
contribution to an ti-Mo rmonism. Since the 1962 version of The
Maze of Mormonism is filled wit h distortions, garbling, con fusion,
a nd fa lsehoods, in additio n to bei ng poo rl y writte n, it would seem
that those who wish to honor the me mory of Mar ti n might see it as
advan tageous to attribute the nume rous problems found therein to
Reverend Klan n.
Howeve r, although some of the problems foun d in the first edition of The Maze of Mormonism might be blamed on Klan n, the fact
is that, whateve r his contributions to this book. it eventua lly appeared under Marti n's name. In addition, Martin had already published "The Grow ing Menace of Mo rmon ism" and the little bookle t
entitled Mormonism. No th ing ind icates that the prob lems in those
two pu blications can be traced to Klann. And even if Klann was a
ki nd of ghostwriter for Tile Maze of Mormonism, that would not entirely absolve Martin of responsib ility for its contents.
Generating Countercult Slogans
When I first encountered The Maze of Mormonism, I noticed that
it was packed wit h strange slogans and cliches. For example, Martin
actua lly accused Latter-day Saints of having a "counterfe it Jesus,"184
of worsh iping a "Christ" di fferen t from "the Christ of the Bible."185
182. Ibid.
183. Ibid.,2S.
184. Ibid., 112.
ISS. Ibid., ! I I.
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He charged that "the Saviour of Mormonism .. . is an entirely different person, as the ir offic ial publicat ions clea rl y reveal,"IS6 and so
for th. Three decades later this rhetoric has become the main ideological weapon empl oyed by anti-Mo rmons in their war against the
Church of Jesus Ch rist of Latter-day Sa ints.
In the 1950s Martin was busy ma nipulat ing the word cult, pou ring pejorative content into what was or igin a!ly a perfectly harmless
word. A "cu ll ," in Mart in 's eyes, was a fo rm of pseudo-Christianity
" masquerading" under a thin veneer of Christian language . In the
case of the Ch urch of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, he saw somethi ng "fa lse and devilish." Latter-day Saints were for him a people
with "a nother gospel " and a "different Jesus."
Ma rtin cla imed to represent wha t he called "historic Chr istianity," " the historic Christian faith,""the historic Christian posit ion:'
"the historic gos pel." " the historic Christian doct ri ne," "t he true
ch urch of Jesus Ch rist," as well as the "Christian Ch urch" or "Ch ristia n church," which he contrasted to "the Mo rmo n cult ."167
Though Martin had a powerful influence on anti -Mormonism,
not all recent attacks can be traced back to him. Except ions inclu de
such agencies as the Utah Lighthouse Min istry. operated out of Salt
Lake City by Sandra and Jera ld Tan ner. lss T he relat ionship of the
Ta nners with Walter Martin is co mplex. Martin in iti ally see ms to
have fou nd their work useful. The Tanners. however, soon discovered
that Martin was guilly of, among other thi ngs, sloppy work. In addition, they were ap palled to d iscover that Martin advanced explanations tha t were fro m their perspcctive either seriously flawed or just
plain wrong. The Tanners reject the Spaldi ng-Rigdon explanation for
the autho rship of the Book of Mormon, while Martin loved this explan ation and persisted in advancing it, come what may. When I
checked the little bookstore opera ted by the Tanners, no thin g written
180. Ibid., I 10.
187. Ibid., 8, 110. 140, 143, 149. ISS; 7; 8; ] 39; 127. 143; HI; d. 7,8,9,62, 124. 1']5
wilh21. ]}7,3n(\ 140; 10;(f.130.
18~. As btl." ~s 1981, M~r!in seems to hJ\'1." thought highly ofthl." Tanners. $e<- his essay
enlitled ··,'vlormonislll. in lVidla M(mill·~ Cull R.jarllce fliillo: (Sanl;} Ana. Calif.: Vision
!-l OllS<", 19f11 ). ·14.
H
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by Martin was available for sale. And their Web page, as of May 2000,
likewise offe rs none of his publications. Moreover, the eRI (Mart in's
old "ministry") does not offer anything by the Tanners for sa le. Old
quarrels still seem to grind away within the countercult industry.
An additional sou rce of hostility between Martin and the Tanners stems from his will in gness to support Ed Decker, who got himself into trouble by claiming that he had been po isoned by LDS or
Masonic "agents" when he was touring the United Kingdom. '89 Both
the Ta nners and Wally Tope wrote books showing that Decker was lying about this matter. One indication that Walter Martin supported
Decker is found in Decker's comments regarding Mart in's death.
Decker described Martin as his "good friend," and added that Martin
was one of those rare men who was grearer than life. His domain stretched from the openin g of God's Word, "In the beginnin g" right through to that day of Christ's soon return.
He strode up and down the great corridor o f time defending
the faith of our fathers from every attack. l90
Decker also noted that
When attacks came against this mmlstry, it was Walter
[Mart in ] who stood with us and for us. When I was ill, it was
Walter who would ca ll regularly to pray for me. When it
came time for commitment. it was Walte r who sent his pri vate gift to this ministry eve ry month. It was easy fo r me to
submit th is ministry and my own personal walk to a man
like him .191

189. See Wally Top~, "Poisoned at Pizzaland: The Revealing Case of Ed Decker's
'Arsenic Poisoning'" (La Canada Flintridge, Calif.: Frontline Ministries, 1991), and Jerald
and Sandra Tanner, "S~rious Char ges against the Tanners: Are the Tanner$ Demonized
Agents of the Mormon Church?" (Salt Lake City: Utah Lighthouse Ministry, 1991),
32-38.
190. These comments app~ar in the June/July 1989 issue of Ed Decker's Sajnts Aljve
Newsletter. p. I , em ph~ sis in the original.
191. Ibid.
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Decker also claimed that Martin's
enemies cursed and reviled him . They dug up every blemish
in his life and invented ones they couldn't find. Yet, Walter
neyer stumbled a half step to even take the time to tight them
off. He remained calm in the face of some of the most violent behavior you could imagine. '92
Choosing Targets
The contents for The Kingdom of the Cults (1997) provide an idea
of the range of "cult apologetics" fro m the perspective of Martin and
his many followe rs and imitators. In addition to a chapter on the
Ch urch of Jesus Chri st of Latter-day Saints, The Kingdom of the
Cults contains chap ters devoted to Islam, Buddhism, Scien tology,
Baha'ism. variou s "Eastern Religions," the Unification Church, several so-called "apocalyptic" movements, the Worldwide Church of
God, Seventh -day Advent ism, the Theosophical Society, the va rious
so-called "New Age" movements, and the Watchtower Bible and Tract
Society (Jehovah's Wit nesses).
However. Martin only rarely add ressed liberal Protestan t ideology.l93 Unlike many other countcrcultists, Martin excluded Roman
Catholicism from his list of so-called "cults."'94 It is not entirely clear
why Martin did not go after Roman Cat hol icism. His reason in g on
this issue was not exactly dear (neither wece his reasons for including
a number of religious traditions under his pejorative label of "cult").
Since he ca me from a Roman Catholic backgrou nd , he may have harbored some latent sy mpathies for Roman Catholic ism. Perhaps his
decisio n to avo id a confron tation with Roman Catholics may have
bee n tactica l and polit ica l, si nce attacki ng Ca th olics on the ground

192. Ibid., em phasis in Ihe original.
193. Various so·called liberal ideologies have fo u nd a home here and there in the
mainline PrOlestant denominations. with 1he eKception of Ihe Southern Baptist Conven·
tion. which is currently Ihe largesl and most wealthy Protestant f3ction.
194. For di.'tails, see Midilley. "Ami-Mormonism and the Newfangled Counltrcult
Culture,» 317. 319.
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that they are not Ch ristian would have appeared foolish even to some
of the more aggressive fundamentalists he courted.
If this was the case, then his political cunning would also expla in
Martin's reticence to confront Protestant liberals in the mainline denominations. To claim that many Anglicans, Methodists, and Presbyter ians are pagans would obviously not sell even among the crowd
that the countercultists both cater to an d recruit.
Martin did not start out wi th Latte r-day Saints as his target but
bega n by focusing on the Watchtowe r Society and the Seven th-day
Adventist movement. It was in those controvers ies that he honed his
polem ical sk ills and set out his jargo n. When he turned his atte ntion
to the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Sai nts, he was merely following an established pa ttern .
Man ipulating a Pejorative Label
Martin defined a "cult" as "a group of people gathered about a
specific person or person's m isinterpretation of the Bible."19~ Later he
claimed that "cults contai n many majo r deviations from historical
Ch rislianity."l96 He believed that any "major" deviations from his in terpretation of the Bible made one a cultist. 197 Of course, Ma rtin had
in mind understandings of the Bible cu rrently popular within recen t
American Protestantism.
Martin fu rthe r neglected to address the question of how one determines the "h istoric teachi ngs of the Bible." He seems to have believed that the Bible simply interprets itself fo r those involved in his
version of Protestantism. He also failed to indicate what const itutes a
"major" (versus an acceptable) deviatio n from the teachings found in
the Bible. Instead, he foc used on what he described as a "desire to
save one's self apart from biblical revelation,"1'J8 wh ich desi re he attributed to "cultists."This seems Lo have been a corollary to his basic
195.

Tile Kingdom of the CullS ( 1997), 17.
Ibid., ]8.
197. Martin imag io<,d that his u nderstand ing of "historical ChristiaoityM was the
norm, and h<' assumed that the re has only been onc such int<'Tprel.lion.
198. The KiJlgriom ofllicCulls ( 1997), 18.
]96.
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defin ition of the word cult. It is these "erroneous doctr ines"l99 tha t
turn a group into what he called a "cult."
This helps to explain why Marti n wrongly ins isted that Latte rday Saints believe in salvation by works who ll y apart from divi ne
grace o r that they somehow believe that they can save the mselves
rather than relyi ng on the merits and mercy of Jesus Christ. If he had
not fa lsely accused Larter- day Saints with denying the efficacy of the
atoning sacri fice of Jesus Christ, Mart in would have had no justification fo r attacking the church on this issue. loo
In 1997 a new paragraph was inserted in the first chapter of The
Kingdom of the Cults where Martin (or hi s redac tors) defined the
wo rd cult. Some criticisms of "liberal churches" appear in this insertion. This label presumably identifies much of wha t goes on with in
the ma inline denominations, with the exception of the Southe rn
Baptist Conventio n. Are Protesta nt liberals Christian? If not, why did
Ma rtin fail to mount an offensive against Protestant liberals as a neopagan cult, since the ir ideology dev iated radical!y from his narrow
understanding of the Bible? Are their deviations not "major"?
In th is new pa ragraph Gretchen Passantino, a longtime associa te
and edi tor fo r Martin, cl ai med that "pantheism, polytheism, goddess
worshi p, new ageism, Hinduism, Buddhis m, and agnosticism"lol are
mighty manifestations of dangerous and att ractive cultic moveme nts
threate ni ng what she called "the American Christ ian church."2ol
These wou ld seem to fit with in the category of "e rroneous doctr ines"20) about which Ma rtin was anxious to complain. Please note,
however, that none of these qualify as deviations from ChristianityHinduism, Buddh ism, and agnosticism seem not to be Christian in
any sense. And why does Martin leave o ut fudaism? Would not the
different manifestatio ns of Judaism be examples of cu lt ism from
Martin's perspective?

199.
200,
201.
202.
203.

Ihid.,22.

See ibid., 2B-34, 237-40.
Ibid., 22.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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Many of the movements presented in The Kingdom of the Cults
neve r claimed to be Christia n or dependent on the Bible for their understandings of divine things. Earlier editions of The Kingdom of the
Cults had a chapter on the Rosicrucian Fellowship, which also does
not fit Martin's definition of a "cult " as a deviation from "historic
Christianity."
Checking some of Martin's earl iest writings, I noticed that he defined the word cult as follows: "By cultism we mean the adherence to
doctrines which are pointedly contradictory to orthodox Christianity
and which yet claim the distinction of tracing their origin to orthodox sources."204 Then he added that cultism is "any major deviation
from historical orthodox Christia nity."20s This is essent ially repeated
in the most recent edition of The Kingdom of the Cult5. 206
It appears that Martin always defined a "cult" (or "cu ltism") as a
major deviation from historic Christianity by people who trace their
origin to Christian sources. If this is true, why then did he attack
Buddhism, Islam, Hinduism, and the Rosicrucian movement, sin ce
they have never claimed to be Christia n nor have th ey traced "t heir
origin to orthodox sources"?
Neither cons istency nor coherence were among Martin's strong
points. He was not a scholar or academic; he did no serious research,
an d he published no schol arly papers. He focused instead on rabblerousin g, on demagogic attacks on the faith of others. And this he did
before admiring crowds of people who already hated those he was attacking and who had come in anticipation of hearing him blast away
at those already identified as enemies. Therefore. his books, tracts,
and tapes were simply a way to profit and feed from that enmity.
Right from the beginning, Martin played fast and loose with his
self-serv ing definition of the word cult. For him it was merely part of
the rhetorical arsenal with which he could condemn another's faith.
What he did not seem to realize is that the word cult in its various
forms or igina lly identified merely the manner of worship of any
204. The Ristoftl1t'Cults ( 1955). 11-12.
205. Ibid .. 12.
206. See nre Kingdom of tire Cults (1997), 18.
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believers. Hence Jews had a cult and the early Christians had their
cuh, jus t as Mart in nad his. How did he justify manipulating the
meaning of the word cult into something so novel and obviously unbiblical? The fact is that he never did attempt to justify his definition
of the word nor to account for his consta nt deviations from his own
definition.207
Maturity and Moderation?
When Martin began his anti-Mormon career. he loved to aim
sarcastic remarks at LDS leaders. For example. he referred to "David
O. McKay, present grand Mogul of Mormondom."208 This might be
expected from a spellbinding preacher intent on presenting "sta rtli ng
facts" and warning Christians of the "ala rming spread and popularity" of the Mormon "me nace."Z09
Is it possible, however, that Martin's behavior and views mellowed and moderated as he grew older, gained some experience, and
consulted some additional literature? Is there evidence that he or his
assistants tr ied to consult the most recent "scholarship" on Mormon
things in order to correct the most glaring and obvious mistakes in
his ant i-Mo rmon essays? Although some updating took place, at least
some of what was added to Martin's initial ant i-Mormon essay, presumably in an effort to bolster his attacks, was false, embarrassing,
and late r jettisoned. For example, the following passage appeared in a
revised edition of one of his essays: "TIle Book of Abraham has now
been branded 'a n insult to the intelligence of the scientific commu nity' by top Mormon Egyp tologist Dec Jay Nelson."210 "Dr." Nelson, it
turned out, was a phony. And Martin's supporters are now ve ry
207. Perhaps Martin meant by "cult '" somet hing like hef(~sy. Jf that is the case, why
thl.'n did he employ an unbiblical nQlion of heresy? A heresy originally identified n party
or facti on slich as those who tended to follow the apostl'" I'aul f3 lhe r than one of the
other di.sdple~ of Jesus. And it did not n«essarily identify a false teaching.
1011. Tlu: CI,ristilm IUlli tile Cults ( 1956),68. A yenr low:r this bt.-.:ame "David O. McKay,
curren! Gund ...·I ogul of Mormondom,'· in ,\fomwllislII ( 1957 ), 10. The 1976 version
reads ··the present preside nt being Kimhall.'· Sec Morlllollimi ( 1976), 10.
209. ·' The Growth of the Mo rmon Menace '" ( 1955 and subsct/uent ,·ersions), 55.
2 10. M(!m"'lIi~1II ( 1976), 15.
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anxious to distinguish "Dr." Martin's academic credentials from those
of "D r." Nelso n, who they admi t purchased hi s degree from a di ploma milJ.l1I Bul there was a time when "Dr." Mart in cited with approbation the opinions of "Dr." Nelson.
Martin's anti-Mormon essays all see m to have grown out of one
original item. Even when expanded, modified, corrected, and updated, his writings esse ntially stay the same (or become worse). But
there is one essay that seems to have been written without an obvious
dependence upon some earlier version of Martin's anti-Mormon essays. It is a brief essay entitled "Mormonism" th at was appended in
1981 to something caUed Walter Martin's Cult Refere'lce Bible.
Martin began by claiming that Mormonism is "a n elaborate system of doctrine wh ich is fundamentally opposed to histor ic
Ch ristianity."l'l T his is merely a different way of stating the premise
with which Ma rtin always sta rted. Then he claimed that "the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Sai nts (LDS or Mormon) has emerged
as the major cu lt superpower of the Twentieth Ce ntury."213 This is a
new bit of se nsationalism and does not indicate a toning down of
Ma rtin 's rh etoric. When referring to the LDS "missionary force," he
added the adjective "well -regimented," presumably to milk the military metaphor, and remarked that "it is backed by the church's huge
fina ncia l empire."214 His choice of words does not indi cate that th e
doc toral degree he purchased had modified hi s diction or turned
him lnto a scholar.
Wha t is conspicuous by its absence is any mention of the
Spalding theory. What takes its place is the notion tha t the Book of
Mormon does not co ntain all of what Latter-day Sa int s believe (but
who ever sa id that it did?). Mart in eve n seems willing to gran t that
the chu rch was "originall y on ly a modest modifica tion of Ch ristianity." Thc entire sentence deserves to be quoted:
211 . See Ihe CRt Web site www.equip.ory.l(ree/ DM IOO.hlm o rtheHINWeb sit e,
w;l!!ennarlin.orgldegrec.htmt.
2 12. · M o rmo ni5m,~ 43.
213. Ibid.

214. Ihid.
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The church which sprang from Joseph Smith's originally
modest modificat ion of Christ ianity has come to revere him
above Christ and regards all other churches as apostate and
their pastors as hirelings of Satan, despite the Mormons' outward friendliness. l ls
There is no hint of maturity or moderation in these remarks. To
assert that Latter-day Saints "revere" Joseph Smith above Jesus Ch rist,
a charge not appearing previously in Martin's essays, is offensive and
false. In an addit ional embel!ishment, Ma rtin seemed willing to grant
that what Joseph Smith initially taught was essentially orthodox
Ch rist ianity-only a "modes t mod ification of Christia nity." Now,
"nearly all of Mormon doctrine, it seems, deviates significantly from
orthodox Christianity, but it was not always SO." 216 But this rema rk
sct the stage for h is criticisms about "t he decla rations of its 'living
prophets."'21 7
tn 1981 Martin was still anxious to brush aside the Book of
Mormon. but th is time on the grounds that its "main usefulness today is in gaining converts to the LDS religion."218 He also claimed
that Latte r-day Sain ts come to know that the Book of Mormon is
tr ue on the basis of what he called "a mystica l feel ing that it might
be." 219 This promp ted the declarat ion that "it is tragic that so many
people are led eternally astray because of a feeling about a book!"220
In a similar vein. could it not be said that it is tragic that so ma ny
people are led astray by some primitive emotional "feeling" that their
seats are locked up in heaven? The other fellow 's convictions are
easily reduced to mere empty emotions or vague "feeli ngs" in the
sarcasm of his enem ies.
Marti n was st ill disparagi ng the Latter-day Sa ints in 1981 be·
cause he was sure they were caught in a heresy in which "consistent
2 15. !bid., 45.
2 16. Ibid.
2 17. Ibid.
2 18.

!bid., 46.

2 19. Ibid.
22 0.

Ibid.
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effo rts and good works" are required (a notion presumably not
sha red by Martin). Are we to assume th at Martin believed that one
only needs to hold the right theology and have a primitive experience
or a "feeli ng" in order to be saved? Martin objeC(s in a slightly more
soph istical, if not soph is ticated, way by insisti ng that "t he Mormon
Jesus' death on the cross did not pay for ou r personal sins; rather his
suffering in the Garden of Geth semane atoned for Adam's si n and
provided for the resurrection of all, even the worst of mankind."221
Marti n had actually made a slight shift-in 1981 he was willing
for the first time to gra nt that "Mormonism teaches that one receives
a remission of sins at baptism" in contrast to his earlier claim that the
Sa ints believe that the atonement merely secures a universal resurrection. He further claimed in 1981 that after baptism "one is on one's
own from that time fo rward and that one's faithfulness in keeping
not only all biblical w mmandmcnts. but Mormon as well, determines one's eternal destiny."l22 Martin's funda ment al accusation is
thus that Latter-day Sai nts place a "pervasive emphas is on works"
and th at this "makes the biblical co ncept of grace of no effect."223
This see ms to imply that Marlin placed no emphasis on repentance
and keeping the com mandments.
I doub t th at Martin would have openly taught that keepi ng
God's commandments is not necessary. I suspect that he believed
that deeds or works-repentance and keeping the commandmentsare not suffic ient for salvation. If this was his position, then he believed something ve ry much like what Latte r-day Sa ints believe. He
would probably have said tha t good deeds (or wo rks) are a necessary
consequence of genu ine faith and are also the fruit of the Holy Spirit.
But then again he m igh t not have placed all that much stress on
keeping the commandments, repenting, and enduring to the end . His
unde rstanding of the Bible mi ght have led him into some ex treme
antinomian stance-t hat is, he may not have believed tha t God's
commandmen ts should govern the lives of believers. But I doubt it.
22 1. Ibid., 48.
112. Ibid.
113. Ibid .. .. 9.
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T he reason Ma rti n cons tan tly d istorted what Latte r-d ay Saints
believe is th at he was me rely follow ing a pat little formula tha t dema nded that he assume th at wha t Latter-day Saints believe is a differen t gos pel a nd that they have a di fferent Jesus, fo llow fa lse prophets,
serve a false Christ, and hence deny the necessity of divi ne mercy and
bel ieve that they can save themseives. 2H Ultimately. he clai med that
"Mo rmon ism's works-righteousness plan of salva tion makes sanctification a matter of indiv idual effort an d magn ifies the pride of
man."21S
Fina lly, Ma rt in's mode of a rgu ment did not im prove ma terially
over Ihe yea rs. As la te as 1983 he was still involved in clu msy proo f
tex ting. For example, he asserted Ihat "Ihe Holy Bible, [isl God's
original and perfect revelation 10 manki nd (Heb. I: 1)." 226 The scr iptural reference at thc end of this passage appears to support his assertion, but not hing in this verse addresses the claim that he made. First,
whoever wrote Hebrews did not know of the Bible as we now have
it. T he New Testament did not come into existe nce until much late r.
In addition, the author of Hebrews was not referring even to the Old
Tes tame nt as such. The passage reads as follows: "Lo ng ago God
spoke to our a ncesto rs in many a nd var ious ways by the prophets"
(Heb rews I: 1 NRSV). Even if we add the next verse to complete the
thought, we find no support for Martin's assertion. Hence the following: " but in th ese last days he has spoken to us by a Son, whom he
appointed heir of all things, through whom he also created the
worlds" (Hebrews 1:2 NRSV). Such clumsy, poi ntless proof text ing
by Ma rtin is common in his ant i-Mo rmon essays.
Mart in never seems to have mode rated his rhetoric an d never
matured; he cerlain ly never became a serious scholar. m Afte r having
read everyth in g Martin wrote about my fai th, I must admit to
find ing it all ve ry annoying and dreadfu lly boring. It is particularly

224. Sc... ibid .. SQ, for Mmin's p,lt link fo rmula.
225. Ibid.
226. ~Thc Ma7.e of Morm o ni sm" ( 1983), 47.
227. The CO llstant upgrJding hy M,u·tin·s 3ssoci:lt... s o f his anti-I'.-Io rm o n essays, as I
have shown, has nOi mnt(ri.ltl y improved them.
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irritating to have him constan lly telling me what I believe, since he
obviously did not know what he was talking about when he pontificated on the Mormon past and the Book of Mormon. Walter Martin
docs not seem to have been gen uinely interested in the truth.

